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In Ufe’s rirst 
Great Contest
BOYS HAVE TO PAY FOR
DAMAGE TO CROCKERY
Five Kelowna Children Score 100 Per 
Cetit~>Many Splendid Examples of 
Physical Perfection on View
r '
Of all the many interesting events 
held in connection with the Carniva 
last Saturday, certainly there was no- 
. thing which produced so much ex­
citement to young and to ojd as the 
Baby Contest. Fathers and mothers 
thronged round the examination 
rooms from e a r^  in the morning 
until late in the aif^rnooh, and though 
perhaps many were disappointed be 
cause their baby was not jgiven the 
highest ■ marks, yet all realized that 
the contest had a double or even 
treble value and were contented both 
with the thoroughness of 'their in 
, spection and with the high . results 
which their babies achieved. Certainly 
all had good cause for self congratu­
lation, for it is doubtful whether there 
was ever a better array of healthier 
bodies and sturdier limbs than those 
to be seen in the doctors' rooms as 
they were weighed, measured, probed 
and looked into. Cause for congratu- 
- latioh was further borne out by the 
excellent \esults achieved, for notonly 
were hve biabies pronounced 100 pec 
cent efficient, but all were easily above 
the 90 per c ^ t  mark. Surely no such 
. advertisement for the health-giving 
' Qualities of ^Kelowna has ever , been 
presented before as that shown by the 
score cards held by the doctors. The 
mother of every child was presented 
, with O'diploma showing the total num- 
^ 'b e r  of macks, and the proud and 
• happy day for the babies will be jin the 
years to come, when those cards are 
exhibited and examined, for certainly 
the children did not share in their 
parents' pleasure last Saturday, though 
perhaps they can claim to have been 
the ihosf excited.
To mothers and ladies looking 
through the windows into the exami- 
nation.apartments the affair no doubt 
assumed all the stern details of a 
thorough medical examination, but to 
the ordinary mere man it took on the 
color of'a one-sided attack against an 
. unharmed individual and a two-to-one 
deal at that. From the dressing-room 
a nurse would carry a wabbling piece 
of pink- humanity,* and it was all the 
same to nursie if the baby resented the 
attack or not, for with apparently no 
effort she would hold the kicking legs 
in check until the assistance of the 
doctor, when the two of them, with 
united effort, would put a sort of 
“half Nelson" on the child while in­
struments were pu^ed  in^o it from all 
'angles. Its eyes, its ears, its hair, its 
nose, its throat, its arms, its legs, and 
every other part of its anatomy were 
all-' examined one after another. Not 
content, with- listening through the 
telephone arrangements which the 
doctors wore round their necks, they 
would play telephone with-  ̂its chest 
and back, but baby did not apipear to 
*be in a playing humor that day and 
resented the profuse, attentions be­
stowed upon it Then, too, there was 
quite an amount of interest to be 
found by the public in the anxious
wear
' Owing to the mischievous pranks 
of a number of boys, considerable 
damage was done to china and glass­
ware which had been hired by the 
Carnival committee and stored for the 
week-end in the band stand in the 
Park. Chief Constable Thomas, upon 
bcihg informed of the affair, pursued 
an investigation and promptly brought 
the clffendcrs into the City Police 
Court charged with wilfully destroy­
ing and damaging crockery. Five of­
fenders were bci^ught before Magis­
trate Weddell, ‘'"These were George 
Oliver, William Allen, Albert Barhes, 
Arthur Brunette and Geo, Handlin. 
The first of these,, wlio had two previ­
ous convictions against him, was fined 
$10.00 and $2.50 costs,- and, in addi­
tion, had to pay $3.25 towards re­
placing the broken articles, or in de­
fault serve '30 days. The other four 
boys were severely reprimanded and 
had to pay $3.25 each.
SATURDAY'S CARNIVAL 
PROVTS BIG ATTAIR
LONG PARADE OF GAILY DRESSED CONTESTANTS AND DEC­
ORATED VEHICLES STARTS BIG ROUND OF MERRYMAK­
ING W HICH REALIZES ABOUT $1,300 FOR HOSPITAL
AND G. W. V. A.
Hospital Drive Raised 
Over $3,000 in Cash
Many Promises of Cash atid Supplies 
Were Also Obtained by the Can­
vassers and Committee
An interim report has now been is­
sued on the results of the recent Hos­
pital drive held for the benefit of the 
Kelowna Hospital. This report, 
which is issued by the drive commit 
tee, consisting of Mr. P. B; Willits, 
Rev. E, D. Braden andj’Mr. J. Ball, 
is addressed to the bpard of djirectors 
of the Hospital Society and commen 
ces' by announcing that a final report 
cannot yet be submitted bn account of 
several canvassers hot having com­
pleted their work.' .However, a num- 
>er of interiesting figured and details 
are given,; amongst them being the 
bllbwing: The cash collected for im­
mediate heeds amounted to $3,104.50. 
Of the post-dated ;’ciieques, $25.00 
mature |n May, $6.00 in September 
and $50.00 in October, making a total 
on these cheques of-$8l.00. Promises 
I'or paynient later in the year amount 
to- $103.00. Annual subscriptions 
promised, of which a-small proportion 
may be available before the end of 
919, amount to $636.00. This makes 
the total received and promised for 
the year come to $3,288.50.
Contributions in kind promised dur­
ing the drive . were: Potatoes, 60
sacks;- carrots, 3 sacks; onions, 7
sacks; parsnips, 2  sacks; turnips. 1 . ,
sack; vegetables, 2 sacks; also $2.0 0 ' ' ”“"*'”'®*̂®
worth annually besides other prom­
ises of indefinite quantities; chickens, 
9, and one promise of indefinite quan­
tity; eggs, 49 dozen; fish, $1.00 worth 
monthly; apples, 78 boxes; crabapples, 
'4~boxes; cherries, 2 crates; plums,-2
mpthers who vainly tried to
“don't care" expressions as they 
adroitly picked out one well known 
cry from all the rest, and wondered 
hoW the real “best baby of all" was 
facing on the. other side of the cur- 
■ tains in the first lonely contest of its 
/life.
f  ■ At 8  o’clock in the evening the re- 
fsult was announced, when it was dis­
covered-that five babies had tied for 
first place, all having 100 marks, and 
would consequently have tp be re­
examined at a later date. These 
babies were Archibald Ferg^uson Lou­
doun, Margaret Paisley, Eric Sheriff 
Woodd, Nbrman Alfred Smith and 
Arthur Patterson. The winners in the 
JUS classes were:
Class 1—1 to 6  months—Best boy, 
Lrchibald F. Loudoun; best girl, 
fargaret P a is le y .C la s s -2—7 to 12 
lonths—Best—boy,—Eric—S^rAVoodd; 
best girl, Charlotte Patterson. Class 
3—13 to 24 months—Best boy, Nor­
man K . Smith'; best girl, Vera Cush­
ing.. Class 4—̂ 5 to 36 months—Best 
boy, Arthur Patterson; best girl, Jean 
Andison. ' And when' these Vesults 
were announced, and when all the di­
ploma cards were awarded, was the 
time when the fathers got excited. ' 
It is interesting to note that among 
the points on which some of the 
babies lost marks were weight, meas-
crates;'prunes, 3 crates; fruit, 6 boxes; 
canned fruit and jam, 26 jars; toma­
toes, gallons and 5 cases; honey, 
$10.00 worth; tea, 5 lbs.; produce, 
$4O.O0 worth during season and also 
$10.00 worth annually; pickles and 
groceries in amounts'hot stated; wood, 
ricks; electric bulbs, $5.00 worth; 
and a bath tub.
The committee express their in­
debtedness to a number of ladies who 
assisted in the canvass and also to 
some gentlemen not on the board of 
directors.
Ladies of Kelowna pulled off an­
other success last Saturday, when the 
second carnival passed off with a 
vigor and enthusiasm which does 
credit to all the various committees 
engaged and to the many participants 
in the parade and the various compe­
titions arranged for fancy dresses and 
decorated rigs, automobiles, bicycles, 
etc. Casting aside its customary de­
corum,, Kelowna threw itself heart 
and soul into the enjoyment of the 
day, contributing so generously in re­
turn for the good things offered that 
it is believed that a sum of over 
$1,300.00 will be realized as the result.
The day's programme may be said
The sedan chair carried under the 
name of “Lawson's Fabrics," was an­
other one of the most admired spec­
tacles, the four “Fabric” girls being 
•Misses Doris Teague, Phillis Teague, 
Katherine McKenzie and Pearl Down­
ing. The “Jontecl" ' girls ‘ in their 
handsome costumes were Misses 
Meryl Thompson and Abbie Wilson 
Uncle Sam \yas Mildred Lloyd-Jones, 
Miss Sam was Flora Roberts, Freda 
Dilwprth was a water lily, Viola 
Bailey represented Mrs. Jiggs, while 
Ida Reekie was Mri Jiggs. Another 
Uncle Sam was Margaret Blackwood 
Many of the best costumes and their 
wearers are mentioned in the pri;:e list
CAPT. HOY MAY GIVE
FLYING STUNTS HERE
Captain Ernie Hoy, of the Flying 
Corps, who has been performing some 
of the recent flying “stunts” at the 
Coast, and who has gained a name o 
being one of the most, daring airmen 
at Vancouver, has written asking whe 
ther the Regatta Conimittcc wouk 
care to make arrangements for him to 
visit his old “home city" during the 
Regatta and giVc a scries- of demon 
strations. Capt. E. Hoy was a mem 
her of the staff of T. Lawson, Ltd 
prior to enlisting for overseas. There 
is little doubt but that every effort 
will be made to accept the offer.
to have commenced shortly after 2:30 given below.
in the afternoon, when the procession 
started from the United Church and 
proceeded down Bernard avenue, 
along Abbott street, back up Lawrence 
avenue and Pendozi street, down the 
main street again to the Park. It 
would be difficult to pick out any par­
ticular costume before another, for 
there were so many well worthy of a 
far closer inspection than;was pos­
sible while the parade was passing. 
All had a "good -view of Mr. Grant 
Perrier, however, who kept the on­
lookers in a chuckle of merriment 
while arrayed as Pat, which part both 
he and his pig played to perfection.
The parade was headed by the Ke­
lowna Band, which later performed 
valuable services in the Park band 
stand. Next came the Boy Scouts, 
followed by a number of decorated 
bicycles, behind which rnarched the 
Cubs. Then. came the Juvenile Thrift 
Boosters. Further dqwn the line -was 
a splendidly arranged float, decorated 
with athletic cups won by , Kelowna 
men and teams and surmounted aloft 
by the big war canoe with the in­
scription, K. A. A. C. There were 
two very artistic floral cars, and then 
came the Old Boys, riding on the 
ancient fire engines, one of which is 
the first fire engine ever owned by the 
City of San Francisco, and which 
afterwards came to Kelowna. The 
Old Boys” were, needless to say, the 
o f the district. In , con­
trast'to this came the two modern fire 
trucks manned by members of the 
Brigade. There were numerous other 
attractive devices, such as the- big red 
apple of the Occidental Fruit Co;, Ltd.
Decorated motor car—rl, flashlight 
Mr. Linton, car of roses; 2< driving 
gloves, Mr, L. V. Rogers, car o ' 
lupines.
Decorated motor truck—1, 10 gal­
lons gasoline, Will McGibbon, pier- 
ro^s; 2, anmeter, Arthur' Packham, 
“Genu-wine Band."
Decorated float-—1, six cabinet 
photos, Kelowna Amateur Athletic 
Club, “Sport.”
Decorated rig—1, whipj Mrs. P. C 
Anderson, dancing girls; 2, whip. Miss 
Ferrier,- Irish peasant woman.
Decorated girl’s bicycle—1, two 
boxes chocolates, Grace McCarthy, 
“Red and Black;” 2, box stationery, 
Thelma Dillon, “Snow.”
Decorated boy’s bicycle—1, lumi­
nous wrist watch, “Billy” Knowles, 
“Knave of Clubs;” 2, tie, Harold 
Dore, “Boy Blue."
Horseback (ladies)—L brooch, Bay 
Burtch, ballet girl in white; 2, pair silk 
hose, Katie M. Murrell, girl in green 
habit.
'Horseback (men)—1, order for 
$3.00, R. Dundas, hunting with pack 
horse; 2j book, man with mask.
Lady’s fancy costume—1, Doulton 
plate, MeryJ.,'Thompson, a “Jonteel" 
girl; 2, •yvdrtcj basket, Winnie Jones, 
Dutch girl.
Lady’s '.comic costume—1, bronze 
vase, Viola Bailey, “Mrs.- Jiggs;” 2, 
two boxes chocolates, Ida Reekie; 
Girl’s fancy costume (under -10)-
1, doll, Margaret Poole, “Bo-Peep;”
2, bathing cap, . Frances Treadgpld, 
Turkish maiden.
(Continued on Page 8)
REV. W. G. W, FORTUNE
SUPPORTS PROHIBITION
The Rev. W. G. W. Fortune, of 
"Vancouver, was a speaker here last 
Thursday evening, addressing an audi­
ence on the matter of prohibition, for 
which cause he is a strong supporter. 
He is an able speaker, and he tackled 
his subject with a vigor that ex­
pressed strong determination and pur­
pose atid undoubtedly impressed his 
hearers. He claimed that the liquor 
interests were behind the Moderation 
League. He.told how the liquor com­
panies had planned the Findlay affair 
and denounced them as having polled 
4,697 bogus votes for the soldiers 
overseas. A good part of his address 
was devoted to the ridicule of the 
Moderationists'^scheme______’ __
For the future, the speaker told how 
they were going to fight the Moder­
ation party,^for the sake of the Bro­
therhood of Man, the Fatherhood of 
God, for the upbuilding of character, 
as well as for the commercial inter­
ests of Canada. Drunkenness was a 
bar to efficiency of all forms, he de­
clared, and it was therefore the 
people’s duty to fight it, and the best 
"way to prevent it was-to ' lock the 
booze up, which was what the Prohi­
bitionists were going to try and ac­
complish for all time.
The Girls’ Club met on Tuesday, 
evening at the home of Miss Agnes 
Barber.
Rev. T. Griffiths,* having sold his 
horse and buggy, is now the happy 
possessor of an automobile.
The girls of the R. tJ. C. ■were also 
busy at the Carnival, making ap­
proximately $35.00 inclusive of ex­
penses, in aid of the common cause.
Ort Saturday afternoon, at the big 
.Carnival in town, the local ladies, in 
conjunction with those of BenvouHn, 
served “tea” in the Park, realizing the 
sum of $64.00 in aid of the Hospital 
and veterans.
“Billy” Quagby, who enlisted "in the 
spring of 1915, returned to - Rutland 
on Tuesday. H e has been in Canada 
some littLe time, having spent a iew 
weeks visiting his home in Brandon, 
Man. He sure is welcome back to 
Rutland.
Jack Fleming, who suffered re­
cently from an attack of appendicitis, 
underwent an operation on Saturday 
for the removal of that troublesome 
organ known as the appendix. He is 
now-progressing-favo*rably-and hoper 
to be out of hospital in a few days.
The regular meeting of the Rutland 
Women’s Institute was held on Thurs­
day last, the mothers of the district 
providing the* programme as well as 
a very fine afternoon tea and ice 
cream. Their efforts were rewarded 
by the sum of $10.35,'which was turned 
over to the local Memorial. Fund.
A Rutland-Ellison aggregation of 
socccrists met the Kelowna line-up on 
Saturday evening. They not only 
met, but suffered ignominious defeat
at the hands, or rather feet, of their 
urbanite opponents. Of course, there 
were reasons and excuses galore for 
this defeat, but why recount them. 
“All’s fair in love and war.” Suffice 
it to say the locals came in on the 
short end of the 4-1 score. ’Nuff sed!
“■ On Mondayinight riekt thefeTs To 
be a meeting in the school house at 
7:30 which is of paramount interest 
to all water users, especially to those 
under the Kelowna Irrigation Com­
pany’s system, as a plan is under •way 
which aims at government ownership 
of the system, instead -of the. present 
rather unsatisfactory method of pri­
vate ownership. It is to-, be hoped 
there will be a good turnout, and that 
Something can be done to stabilize the 
flow of Water throughout the sum­
mer. ^
Probably most people are wonder­
ing what all the activity is around the 
school house these evenings, but if 
they only knew that the boys have to 
work up two football teams (a junior 
and senior), a baseball team, a team 
for a centipede race, as well as run­
ning and jumping of all kinds,, be- 
side.s a-little-tennis tournament -and 
a tug-of-war, they probably would not 
be surprised. It is evident from such 
a programme as this, that the boys 
arc going to have a very full day of it 
on their sports day, June 28, when 
they are to meet the Ellison players 
in a regular district competition. It 
is the intention of the promoters to 
make this a huge district picnic, hav­
ing everyone bring a basket so that 
tea may be served right on Jhc 
grounds. The sports arc to start at 1 
o’clock sharp, and will probably last 
till well on into the evening.
In the City Police Court yesterday 
Pierre Manuel was fined $10.00 ant 
$3.50 costs for being drunk and dis 
orderly on Monday last. There were 
also two similar convictions in the 
Provincial Police Court, arising put 
of drunkenness on Saturday night.
Fell With Plan^on 
Gerflian Side of Line
Lieut. Odling Was a Prisoner Who 
Required Watching -
T o have his .aeroplane literally shot 
to pieces and to fall within the Gerr- 
man lines, was the unpleasant experi­
ence of Lieut. V. G,. Odling, who re 
turned to Kelowna on Moriday after­
noon. He will be remembered as one 
of the thirteen who left here in Aug­
ust, 1914, and joined the 7th Batt. for 
overseas. He got his commission in 
April the following year,-after which 
hei was held iii England as musketry 
instructor. In May, 1916, he went to 
France as a"p<lot in the Air Service, 
and on August 28 the same year he 
met with his disaster and was , held 
prisoner in the same camp as Mr. 
Leggatt. During his stay |n Ger­
many, he saw the inside of many 
prisons, at one time being held as one 
of a party to be shot as a reprisal in 
the event o f Britain :executing the 
crew of a captured Zeppelin. Fifteen 
months of his confinement was spent 
at Clausthal, in the Hartz Mountains, 
but owing to repeated efforts to es 
cape he was later removed tp  an 
island in the Baltic. Mr. Odling is 
now taking steps to purchase a large 
farm at Ellison.
MORE SOLDIERS HOME
Amongst the soldiers who haye re­
turned during the past week was 
Sergt. D. Lawson, who •went over 
with the 172hd Batt. from Kelowna. 
He returned on Saturday. On the 
same day, Pte. T. Black reached home 
again. He was a member of the 54th 
and went over in the fall of 1915, re­
maining uninjured in this battalion 
until, his return. ___ ____ :;ii„ =___j
On Friday dast, Sergt. Harry Allan 
refurned. He enlisted in November, 
1915, in the 88th Batt. He was trans­
ferred to tĥ e 47tb and went to France 
in June, 1916. He was wounded in 
the same year on the Somme by a 
shrapnel bullet lodging in his neck. 
Upon returning to .^service he entered 
Y. M. C. A. canteen work in- the 2nd 
Divirion with the brigade machine 
guns, going through to Germany. He 
left France on Good Friday last. Be­
fore. joiningTor_service,-he_workedior 
the late Mr.. Peabody for four years 
as bartender at the Palace Hotel.
FARMERS ALIVE TO VALUE
OF TRUCKS AND AUTOS
Sales of automobiles and trucks in 
Kelowna still indicate a brisk busi­
ness along these lines, and show that 
the Kelowna farmers are fully alive 
to the fact that the modern rancher 
must have up-to-date equipment. Mr. 
Trenwith reports that Mr. Leslie Dil- 
worth has purchased a Studebaker 
Light Four, and Mr. J. F. Guest has 
jought a National truck; while Mr. 
M. A. Alsgafd has sold a Chevrolet 
4-90 to Mr. Ejdwin Gray and another 
to Mr;' H. C. Mallam, both of'-Okan- 
agm.n Mission. Duwan, a Hindoo, is 
also awake to the situation and has 
purchased a Chevrolet truck.
Committees
Board of Trade
Burdock lo Danger to jRangco of the 
District-—Want Original p lant of 
Rutland-Duck Lake Road >- 
i Adhered To '
The Courier still has several Farm­
ers’ Account Books for free distribu­
tion to subscribers.. These may be 
obtained at the Courier Office by ap­
plication. Price to non-subscribers is 
50 cents.
As a result of the Hospital Field 
Day held at-Vernon on June 3, the 
Women’s Hospital Auxiliary of that 
city realized the handsome sum of 
$1,487.25. Of this amount, about 
$1,400 will be turned over to the Ver­
non Jubilee Hospital.
Contrary to what has been the,cus­
tom for the past few years, the Ke­
lowna Board of Trade will continue, 
to meet through the summer monthii. 
This was the decision reached on 
Tuesday evening at the regular 
monthly meeting of the Board,' with ' 
Presijdent W. A. Pitcairn in the. chair. 
One of the principal items down for: 
attention during the evening,, ■was a 
report as to the advisability of exhib­
iting fruit at Calgary and Coast exhir 
bitions. On behalf of the committee 
recently appointed to go into this 
matter, Mr. J. B. Knowles annou,need 
that the desire had been expressed 
that exhibits should be sent, particu­
larly to the fair at New Westminster, 
but it had not been decided whether 
finances to cover the cost could be 
conveniently arranged. He therefore 
asked the..Board to allow the com­
mittee further time to investigate, 
particularly as one other .member of 
the special committee had been: absent' 
from town since his appointment.
On behalf of the Soldiers’ .Citizens 
Welfare League, Mr. Grote- Stirling 
reported upon land for soldiers, Thcyi 
had urged schemes for the 'govern­
ment taking over the land' of large 
companies rather than touching small 
acreage. It appeared, however, That 
the government did not purchase such 
lands and only passed approval upon; 
lands bought by the soldiers . upon 
which loans were required. As; this 
appeared to take the work out'of the 
hands of the committee, the delegates : 
were thanked for their efforts and re­
lieved from further special ' duty ; at 
present. .
Reporting for the Roads and Trans- 
jortation committee, Mr. M. Hereron 
announced that he understood thie<new 
ro^d from Rutland Corner-to the Pos- 
till Ranch was now going to wind 
rbiind the hills instead of cutting 
straight . through them ' as originally 
surveyed. Mr, Hereron obtained ' the V 
sanction of the Board to dppealagainst ■ 
such a project and to ask for the orig­
inal idea of the straight road to be ad- 
lered to. This matter created sfome 
discussion, brought up by Mr.’̂ W. 
Price,, as to whether it wOuld not be 
letter to have the money spent‘i on 
improving Glenmore roads instead of 
Jiiilding new ones. The opinion 
iseemed to be, however, th a t if the 
present project was upset the money 
might not be spent at all,'and so'this 
suggestion was discarded.. - :
No -an swer h aving been received ' 
from theTlon. Martin Burrell in reply 
to the Board’s letter asking if the 
erection of the Kelowna Post Office 
was included in the current estimates, 
it was decided to write hini again ask­
ing for an answer to the Board’s 
previous letter.
A suggestion from Mayor Sujher- 
and that the C. N. R. and C. ,P; R., 
whom he stated were going to u s e  
the same tracks into Kelowna and 
wei^ going to use a union; station, be 
asked-to consider changing the site of ; ■ 
their station to property' adjoining 
Bernard avenue if possible, met With 
an entire lack of support. The speaker 
pointed out the general incqnvenience 
which would accrue from a station so 
ar away from the central business 
'section as the site^^t present^ owned 
jy the C, N. R. fdr that purpose,' but 
the meeting did not appear to think 
the suggestion worth while aolting^ 
upon. '
The need of an ade''qaate.fish'hatch­
ery wherewith to stock ’ Okanagan 
-ake was brought forward.. by ' Mr. 
Knowles. He urged that’ the govern­
ment be asked to establish such a 
hatchery and that it shoulp be placed 
in charge of Mr. G^trell, of Summer- 
land. .T h is  met with the , support of 
the. Board and action was taken ac­
cordingly. '
The tremendous danger. Which 
threatcned~the"Tountry “frOTii the TosV”
sible spread of burdock, was. another..
subject brought to light by Mr, W. 
Price, Yf this weed should once be 
carried into the mountains, it . Would 
spoil their-value a? sheep pastures for­
ever,. was the announcement,; ii^hich 
was a belief shared by many. , Mr. 
Knowles told how he carried a shovel 
around in his car and cut them out 
whenever he saw one on the. î.Voad. 
Other members told how they had * 
seen disaster conic with the-'-Jiiwom- ..
(Continued on Page 8)
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/
T H E  KELOWNA COURIER
AND
Ol^anagan Orchardlst.
GEO, C. ROSE, Owner. 
T. S. RUFFELL, Editor.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
.(Strictly, in Advance)
'The COURIER docs not necessarily 
'endorse the sentiments of any 
contribittcd article.
To any address in Canada and al 
' parts of the British Empire: $1.S(' 
,I>cr year. To the United States ant 
other foreign countries: $2.00 per 
- year. ; ‘ '
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be legibly written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
, ADVERTISING RATES 
Chassified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost,^ Found, Wanted 
: etc., tmder heading “Want Ads, 
Kirsl' insertion, 2 cents oer word;
S minimum charge, 25 cents. Each 
additiot.al. insertion, 1 cent per 
word; minimum charge, 15 cents. 
Transient and Contract ■ Advertise­
ments—Rates according to size of 
space taken.
Legal and Muiicipal Advertising- 
First insertion, 12 cents per line; 
each _ subsequent insertion, JB cents
per line.
Contract advertisers will please notice 
that all changes of advertisements 
must be handed to, th'  ̂ printer by 
Tuesday noon, otherwise they can­
not be inserted in the current 
week's issue.
THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1919
Orchard Run
The war is over and we are off along 
the level road of life again. There 
was a time not so long ago when 
most of us had a dim idea that the 
great war was to revolutionize the 
whole world, that mankind would as 
sume a rpore brotherly aspect towards 
each other, that social conditions would 
V he' better harmonised, that govern­
ments would become more honest, and 
that the Earth would be a better place 
. . for the blood which had been shed, 
for the misery suffered, for the sym- 
; pathy extended to grief and for the 
I . expanding of that better nature which, 
once unfolded in the common en- 
t- deavor, would now be encouraged to 
widen out in that greater spirit of 
charity. But, what a mistake we ap­
peared to make. Instead . of social 
peace, social strife is with us, and the 
world seems just as much akimbo as 
ever, with the outlook as dimmed and 
u n p le a sa n t as it has been for many 
years. Was it mistaken judgment, or 
is some one or some class to blame? 
Still, it is the war which has brought 
, about the turn of the tide, for there is 
little doubt but that the present social 
unrest is the--turn,-and~that-the_wq/- 
. marked the end of the ebb. The waters 
took many centuries to run out, and 
we cannot therefore expect them to 
run back much quicker. But we can 
smooth the path of the waters, and 
. not only clear away the obstacles but 
we : can help to remove that which 
might be injured by the water’s re­
turn, that those things which we have 
found to be sound and true may be 
left whole and unblemished for the 
use of future generations.
Perhaps there is no greater obstacle 
to be removed than that unsightly one 
of public graft and of corrupted gov­
ernment, yet how many men are there 
who are ever ready to put their hand 
to such .things? - Probably the fault 
lies not so much with the officials of 
public service as with the public, or 
rather with the individual. A typical 
case came to light a few days ago in 
our own city during the visit of the 
minister of lands and the water eprnp- 
' troller. Mr. Cleveland happened to 
be in the office of "the provincial water 
engineer, Mr. F. W. Groves, at the 
time of the affair. A resident of the 
Kelowna district, who shall be name­
less in this column, walked into the 
engineer’s office and spoke to one of 
the clerks. Now this unnamed man 
has t|ie reputation of being a water 
hog amongst his neighbors, but whe­
ther he is or not we do not pretend 
to know, nor is it any of our business. 
What we are,concerned with, is that 
there was a certain thing this man 
wanted the water department to do 
to increase his water supply, and he 
had found it impossible to procure it 
because it was against the regulations 
of the water supply of the province. 
He had tried to secure this concession 
from Water Comptroller Cleveland 
. but had failed. He knew Mr. Cleve­
land was in town but did not appear 
to know him in person, and, conse- 
~quchtly7~whcn “informed Tby the“clerk
a long one about nothing, but it is told 
purely to illustrate how an unthinking 
individual might have laid early steps 
to corruption by a small but con­
temptible crime. As likely as not he 
would be the lir.st man to shout 
"graft’’ and "corruption’’ when a "big 
thing’’ came to light or even if there 
was the suspicion of something. And 
we blame the officials and pity the 
public I
Judging from comments made by 
Mr,''Lome Campbell, general manager 
of the West Kootenay Power Com­
pany, it is not at all likely that the 
company will be able to give power 
facilities to the southern end of the 
Valley in the near future, says the 
Penticton Hcraid, The Power Com­
pany official claimed that the Pentic­
ton electric load was not sufficient to 
take them there, but as time went 
on and the consumption increased, the 
scheme might materialize. It was 
suggested that possibly Kelowna and 
'other ,points up the lake might also 
take power, which would iriakc it 
worth while building the line, but it 
was claimed that this field had not 
been explored and there was no inti­
mation at hand of such a procedure. 
This appears to demolish the fond 
hope which Kelowna has been holding 
for so long that they would be able 
to procure cheaper light and power 
from this company, by a further ex 
tension from Penticton to Kelowna 
If Kelowna is still desirous of obtain 
ing this juice, however, there still re 
mains the possibility of a direct line 
being constructed from Rock Creek 
just west of Midway, over the Carmi 
road as suggested in The Courier some 
two or three months ago. Appar 
ently, if anything is to be done, the 
suggestion will have to come from Ke 
lowna, and it will be necessary to sub 
mit tigures and details.
Last week saw the end of the one 
paper idea for the two cities of En 
derby and Armstrong, and commen 
cing with this week each town will be 
able to boast its own paper again. In 
future, the Okanagan Commoner wil 
cover the Enderby district, while the 
Armstrong Advertiser will reappear 
in its old held. This shows that while 
a town does not always appreciate a 
paper when it has one, yet, when 
loses even half of that paper, it is not 
satisfied until it gets it back again ,anc 
this in spite of the fact that the Com 
moner of the past has not been at al 
acking in looking after the interests 
as well as the news of both^communi 
ties. - : ,
, ♦ ♦ ♦
While “talking shop,’’ it perhaps 
would not be out of place to mention 
that excellent . monthly publication 
cnown as the B. C. Agricultural Jour­
n a l  puMished_by^ the provincial gov-
Correspondence
Editor The Courier.
Sir,—We mu.st confess that your 
editorial in "Orchard Run’’ of June 
12, is rathei; astounding to us in view 
of the full report of our last commit­
tee meeting in your issue of May 22.
This meeting was held on Monday, 
May 19, and hs reported by you it was 
decided to open the big campaign and 
personal canvass for the Memorial 
Fund on the first of next November, 
and an educational campaign two
weeks earlier. The campaign was(
that his request had again been re­
fused, he-slipped a sum of money into 
the clerk’s hand and asked him to do 
what he could. The amount of the 
money is also of no consequence, al­
though it was not" inconsiderable. The 
clerk returned the money, muttering 
in hi^ surprise some words to the ef­
fect that he could not take it. He re­
ported the affair to Mr. Cleveland and 
to Mr. Groves, and was indignantly 
asked w h y  he did not .kick the man 
'down the stairs. This tale may seem
ernment. I t iis without doubt a first- 
class paper, and the editor is to be 
congratulated, both for producing such 
an interesting book as well as for 
laving such a nice job. But when' it 
is remembered that the province is 
out a sum of about $5,000 a year on 
its production, it is not very difficult 
to see some of the "whys” ant 
wherefores.’’ Unfortunately, the 
practice of using public money to 
enter into-direct competition with es­
tablished private enterprise is far 
I'rom being a commendable one. I;' 
the government opened a grocery or 
dry-goods store in Kelowna, which 
they were prepared to run at a loss 
of $5,000 a year, it^ o u ld  no doubt be 
very nice for the consumers and pur- 
■ohasers'in Kelowna, but it would hot 
be so pleasant for the other stores, nor 
would it be very nice for the residents 
of other cities who were assisting in 
supporting the people of Kelowna by 
paying a proportion of their keep in 
their taxation. Yet it is precisely 
what the government is doing.' The 
people of the province are paying for 
the magazine. Tax-payers, who have 
no interest whatever in falfming or 
agriculture, are pacing for a book'on 
these subjects. How would the Ke­
lowna farmers like to know that they 
were paying towards a mining or for­
estry journal? Of course fhere is the 
other side to the subject. The Agri­
cultural Journal is a paper that few 
subscrii()'ers to it would care to miss, 
while^the department of agriculture 
is business-like enough not to accept 
advertising, so publishers have no 
grievance in that direction. But with 
the papers of the province so willing 
to print articles and news submitted 
by tjie department, there scarcely 
seems the need of publishing flie 
Journal, especially when it means 
such an expense and is in competition 
With so many farm publications.
PRIZE W INNERS IN
CARNIVAL RAFFLES
The results of the raffles held dur­
ing the Hospital Carnival last Satur­
day were as follows:
Cherry tree—Winning ticket. No. 
32, held by Mrs. Dawson, Lake avenue.
98 lb. bag flour—Winning ticket. 
No. 59, held by Mr. H. Lee.
Four lace centres—Winning ticket. 
No. 13, held by Mrs. A. Hardie.
put off to thin date because the com­
mittee was sati.stiod that to launch it 
this year any time before then spelled 
certain failure.
It is incomprehensible to us why 
“the man in the street’’ who w;is once 
willing to give $25.00 or $50.00 should 
now, or on November, 1, be unwilling 
to give as many cciitfi  ̂ He by no 
means need wait until November 1 to 
make his donation as he should know 
that all donations -will be gratefully 
received at any time. Any man has a 
very poor sense of his duty in provid­
ing the Memorial if he allbws any 
imaginary grievance he may have 
against the committee to prevent him 
giving the largest donation he can. 
If he is seeking for an excuse not to 
give, then of course he Will have it 
regardless of what the commitee 
may do.
Wo feel that your criticism is both 
unfair and not in accordance with the 
facts, but if it. has helped to keep 
alive the interest in the Memorial 
Fund, then even if it is at the expense 
of . adverse criticism against oflr- 
selves we do not mind.
Yours truly,
LESLIE V. ROGERS, 
E. C. WEDDELL,
S. A. CALDER, 
Publicity Sub-committee War 
Memorial Fund. 
Kelowna, June 18, d9l9.
Plane Makes Non-Stop 
Flight Over Atlantic
Glenmore Notes
What a pity all our fine Glentnore 
babies were not represented at the 
Baby Show on Saiturday last. One 
often hears it said that “Glenmore is 
a fine' healthy place for children.’’
Tha^this is a fact, was proved by our
two babies who were examined on 
Saturday, taking first prizes. The 
proud parents are Mr. and Mrs. A. 
Loudoun and Mr. and Mrs. J. N. 
Cushing. When little Vera' Gushing 
grows up, she will have the proud, 
record of being first prize baby in the 
voting show in her first year, and first 
prize baby by medical examination in 
her second year With 96J4 per cent 
marks to her credit. Little Baby 
Loudoun will often, be reminded that 
he~was''one“of"'fh^ fppr verfect babies, 
whose record was 100 per cent. It 
will require a very minute examination 
to decide the most perfect baby out'of 
the four perfect ones, eligible for the 
silver cup. , '
Water ort the, Glenmore and some 
of the cross roads is making deep 
ruts. Pedestrians need to wear rob- 
jers and autos almost require slip-tires 
and chains in some places. A raised 
roadbed with a deep side ditch would 
help to overcome the trouble.
The thinning season is with us. A 
fruit grower was once heard to say: 
There is no time to thin.’’ If. there 
is no time to thin, there is certainly no 
time in the fall to harvest undersized, 
poorly colored and badly shaped fruit.
Is there a pound law? Judging by 
the number of horses and cattle roam­
ing round untended, one would an 
swer “No!"
The final goal of all the ambitions 
which flying men have ventured to 
dream since the Wright Brothers first 
rose from the earth in a lieavier-than- 
air machine, was realized on Sunday 
morning when two young British offi­
cers, Captain John Alcock and Lieut. 
Arthur W. Brown, landed on the 
Irish coast after the first non-stop 
flight across the Atlantic ocean.
Their voyage was without accident 
and without unforeseen incident as far 
as can be learned. It was a straight­
away, clean-cut flight* achieved in 16 
hours and 12 minutes from New­
foundland to Clifden, Ireland, a dis­
tance of more than 1,900 miles.
But the brief and modest descrip­
tion whicli comes from the airmen at 
Clifden tells of an adventurous and 
amazingly hazardous enterprise. Fog 
and mists hung over the N orth'‘At­
lantic and the Vickers-Vimy climbed 
and dived, struggling to extricate 
itself from the folds of the airplane’s 
worst enemies. She rose 6,000 feet, 
swooped down almost to the surface 
of the sea, aind at times the twona.vi- 
gators found themselves flying upside 
down only 10 feet above the water.
The Vickers-Vimy machine has a 
wing spread of only 67 feet and is 
equipped with two 350-horscpower 
Rolls-Royce motors, said to be cap^ f̂v 
able of developing a speed of more 
than 100 miles an hour.
The capacity of the gasoline tanks 
was recently enlarged to 865 gallons 
and. the lubricating oil tanks to 50 
gallons, which is believed sufficient to 
carry the plane 2,440 miles under nor­
mal weather conditions.
Captain Jack Alcock, the pilot, was 
among the British pioneers in avia­
tion. He obtained his flying certifi­
cate in 1912 and joined the royal air 
naval service immediately upon the 
outbreak of the war. He acted as an 
instructor at first, but W/as later sent 
to the Turkish front, where he held 
the record for long distance bombing 
raids. He was later captured by the 
Turks and held prisoner until the 
armistice was signed.
Lieutenant Brown was born in 
Glasgow, Scotland, but his parents 
are Americans, his father being a 
native of Schenectady, N, Y., and his 
mother of Pittsburg^ Pa. Young 
Brown registered as an American 
citizen upon coming of age.
McKIM’S DIRECTORY
SHOWS MANY CHANGES
Mr. J. Parlby, of Alix, Alberta, was 
the guest ^f Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Lewis 
for-a few-days last week. ~  " .
Will all the Glenmore ladies meet 
in the school house on Monday, June 
23, at 3:30 p.m.' It is necessary to 
get ahead with preparations for the 
July dance. A good beginning prom­
ises a successful ending.
Keep July 1 open for the United 
Glenmore picnic. It is hoped that 
every Glenmoreite will be on hand to 
spend an enjoyable time and help oth­
ers to do the same., ^
Colonel McIntosh, M.L.A., and Mr. 
Spencer, of “The World,” accompa­
nied by Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., were 
in the valley on Thursday collecting 
data and getting first hand informa­
tion from ranchers concerning their 
viewpoint about the water situation 
in the valley.
The Canadian Newspaper Directory 
for 1919, jiist issued by the publishers, 
A. McKim, Limited, Advertising 
Agency, of Montreal, Toronto, Win­
nipeg and London, England, indi­
cates great activity in the publishing 
field during the past year.
While the number of daily papers 
published in 1918 diminishes from 135 
to 126,—due mainly to the effect of 
the high cost of newsprint, the total 
number of Canadian publications in­
creased fromi 1,490 to 1,552. Fifty-five 
new weeklies have arisen during the 
past year. '
Altogether, the situation warrants 
optimism of the soundest hature, re­
flecting, as it does, the healthy condi­
tion prevailing generally from east to 
west of the Dominion.
Whoever examines the pages of the 
M,cKim Directory with the care they 
deserve cannot fail to be impressed 
with the great labor involved in 
gleaning so man^ thousands of items 
of information. Not only is the entire 
field of Canadian publications covered, 
but the Directory is a complete 
gazetteer of every town arid city in 
Canada and “ Newfoundland where 
publication is issued. One may turn 
to it for information as to population, 
county seats, railways and waterways, 
telegraph, express and banking facili­
ties.
STEAMSHIP SCOTIAN
SAILS FOR CANADA
The Scotian sailed for Quebec last 
Friday, carrying 92 officers, 45 nurses 
and 1,605 men, practically all of the 
Fifth Division Artillery from Witley 
Camp-. The 14th Brigade, under Lieut.- 
Colonel Ogilvie, including the S8 th 
Battery from Victoria, three officers 
and 75 men, and second section Fourth 
^Divisional column, Vancouver, one 
officer and 156 men, also S3 details 
for Winnipeg.
The KELOWNA THEATRE
Two Shows, 7.30 and 9.00. Matinee Saturday. 3.00 p.m.
SATURDAY—Mae Ellison in “Social Hypocrites.”
TUESDAY—“̂The Changing Wom^n,” a study of the effect of alti­
tude on the human temperament; “A Fight for Millions,” and a 
good comedy.
THURSDAY—?Thcda Bara in "Under the Yoke.”
B U Y  Y O U R
Sommer Goods Now
W e  h a v e  love ly  w e a ra b le s  
fo r W o m e n , a n d  M en , to o
Colored Wash Materials for Summer Dresses;
La Ro.se Batiste, at, per yard..............................................50c
Victoria Voile, at .... ........... .................................. 85c and 95c
Mercerized Voile, at, per yard .............................75c
Silk Mull, at, per yard...........................$1.35, $1.50 and $1.65
Tusali Silk, at, per yard .......................... .......................... $1.50
Mercerized'i*Crepe in plain colors, at, per yard...............90c
White Wash Goods, in fancy and plain weave. Voiles, 
Poplins, Marquisettes, Mulls, Organdies, Gabardines, 
Piques and Corduroys. You can rely on the quality of 
these goods to be high and the price low.
Ladies’ Palm Bpach Suits in Rose, Mauve, Blue, Canary; 
belted styles; pearL button trimmed. Priced special 
at .............................. ................................... .................... $10.75
Boys’ W ash Suits
Oliver Twist, Blouse and Buster styles, in plain white, tan 
and assorted colors. Priced from $1.00 per suit up to $3.95
Boys’ Wash Blouses, in Crepe, Linen and Galatea; 4 to 14
years' sizes! At ............... ......... 60c, 7Sc and 85c
Children’s Allover Overalls in blue with white stripe with 
red trimmings; all sizes up to (S years. At...............$1.50
Men’s
In Plain White or Blue Chambray, 
a 1 ^ --.$2.00 and $2.50
' In Raney, witli soft collars attached 
or separate, from $1.50 up to $3.50
In Natural Linen color, collars at­
tached, at ............... ...... ......... $2.00
Stout , Men’s Shirts in assorted 
stripes, at ................. ............ :..$2.75
Men’s White Honeycomb Shirts, col­
lars attached, at ........... ........$L75
Men’s Plain White Sport Shirts, 
some with fancy assorted colored 
collars, at....$l:50, $2.00 and $2.50
Priced Low
Chip Straw Hats, ................ ................ ......... :........ 75c to $1.50
Fine Straw Hats, at .......... ....... .......-......$1.00 and up to $2,50
Panamas, the Fashionable Hat. Soft Crush style, at $2.50 
Genuine Okinawa Panama, with fancy band. $3,50 and $4.50
Genuine Panama, made from South American Palm Leaf, 
and is more than ordinarily tough in texture and will wear 
a long time. At ......... ...... ...... ...... .......... ..$6.-50 and $7.50
% You will find in our Grocery Department at the low down 
; Cash Price
Finest Okanagan Pack Tomatoes, 2 large tins for.........35c
Standard Peas, per tin ......... .................... ...... ................... 20c
Sugar Corn, per tin ............................. .................. ........ ..... 25c
Refugee Beans (stringless), per tin ............. ................... ..25c
Sliced Pineapple................. ...9 oz. tins, 25c; 20 oz. tins, 35c
Libby’s Stuffed Olives...........20 oz. size, 50c; 6 oz. size, 25c
Christie’s Graham Wafers in 2 lb. tins.................... ..... ...85c
Perrin’s assorted Tea Biscuits, in 2 lb. tins.... .................. 85c
HeinzTndia Relish, Chili Sauce, per bottle.... ............... ...35c
Large bottles o*f Leriron Cordial, per bottle.... ................ 75c
Anchovy Paste in 8 oz. glass .... ......... ................ ................30c
Libby’s Prepared Mustard, 16 oz. size....... ........... ........... 30c
Maroma (the new appetiser), for all kinds of meats, fish, 
salads, per bottle .............. ......... ................. ........ ........... 50c
•|C,
A
J .  F. FUMERTON &  GO.
—  T H E  CASH  ST O R E  —
License No. 8-3649
Grocery Phone 35. Dry Goods Phone 58
^ P l
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Tomato Plants 
Tor Sale
Orders may be left pt the 
Offices of the Okanagan Loan 
& Investment Trust Co., or at
Stirling'^a Greenhouses,
Pendozi Street
W . G. SCOTT
PLUMBING, TINSMITHING 
GENERAL
SHEET METAL WORK 
Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91 
P. O. Box 22
D. CHAPMAN
Motor Txpress
An d -
Heavy Hauling
P. O. Box 351
Seed Grewers Need 
Government Advice
Mr. L. E. Taylor Censots Dominion 
Officiais for Dilatory Methods— 
Want Mr. McMcans as Seed 
Commissioner
D ay
Phone 2 8 7
THE
Jenkins Go.,Ltd.
Livery, Feed and Sale Stables 
Always Up-to-Date
Auto Trucks for 
Quick Delivery
DRY STOVE WOOD 
CEDAR POSTS
Heavy Draying a Specialty
OVERLAND (S Passenger> 
FOR HIRE
Day or Night Service Phone 20
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 
CARTAGE OF ALL KINDS
Pianos Moved
The Veteran
M EA T MARKET
At the meeting of aced-growers held 
last week in Penticton, a number of 
reports were received from the dif­
ferent districts as to tlic acreage 
planted to seed this year. W. T. 
Hunter, speaking for tlic Soutlicrn 
Okanagan, wliich covered Sumuicr- 
iand, Naramata, Kalcden, Okanagan 
Falls, Cuwston, Kcrenicos apd Pen­
ticton, stated that tile industry was 
still in its infancy a l̂tliough past the 
experimental stage. Staple varieties 
only were being grown at the present 
time sucli as mangel's, carrots, onions, 
radishes, etc., and there was probably 
about 75 acres sown tills year. The 
Expcriincntal farm at Sumincrland, 
lie said, had givcjiJan impetus to seed 
growing in tliis district. Mr. Hclmer 
was convinced tluft, an organization 
of some sort should handle the mar­
keting of the seeds and felt confident 
that the association would he suc­
cessful if headed by the proper men, 
Mr. L. E. Taylor, of Kelowna, re­
ported that there was a great deal of 
uncertainty in his district regarding 
the cleaning and marketing of seeds, 
and until the farmers were advised 
ih this connection the work would be 
hindered to a certain extent. About 
14 ^cres were seeded to mangels, 3 
to beets; some of the ranchers were 
specializing in corn; about a thousand 
pounds , of .alfalfa seed was grown last 
year, and there are about IS acres 
planted to peas. He found there was 
good money to be made in beans and 
onions. Everything hinged, he thought, 
on the success of the association. Un­
like Prof. Boving, he contended that 
labor costs were no higher here, and 
in some cases \yere really less than ob­
tained in either Ontario or even Cali­
fornia. The farmers here were a f  a 
disadvantage owing to lack of advice 
during the growing and harvesting 
period. Hê .vVas a firm believer in ad­
vertising and urged that the associa- 
tipn use printer’s ink fredy in. their 
m.arketing propaganda,
The Northern Okanagan and Kam­
loops sections also showed excellent 
prpgress in seed growing and were 
strongly in , favor of a’ co-operative 
selling and marketing policy. I 
Mr. Taylor repoHed for the special 
committees appointed at the meeting 
held in Kdowna last February stated 
that he had placed the federal govern­
ment in the same category as the
allotnicnt, the balance to he subject 
to call of tlic directors and not to ex­
ceed ten per cent on six moiitlis 
notice.
The following provisional officers 
were elected:
President—L. E. Taylor, Kelowna 
Vice-president—W. C. Kelly, Sum- 
mcfland.
. Directors—H. M. Eddie, Saifdis; A 
H. Fenwick, Kamloops; Messrs. Him- 
Icr and Gibbons, Penticton; P. A. 
Boving, Vancouver, and Jf. W, Martin 
dale, Sidney.
The following resolution was passed 
just previous to adjournment; Re­
solved, that the meeting express its 
appreciation of the intention of the 
seed coniinis.sioner to place an officer 
in tins province, and suggests tliat 
Mr. A. McMauns he appointed. .
NEGLIGENCE AND FOREST 
FIRES IN CANADA
Tremendous sums are lost yearly 
in Canada through forest fires. Gov­
ernment statistics show that in one 
year alone ten million dollars’ worth 
of trees were consumed.
Special efforts arc being put forth 
by the provincial forest service de­
partment to lessen the danger of out­
breaks this summer. Foresters are 
tracking out settlers and warning 
them against negligence in making 
clearings by fire. It should he re­
membered by settlers that as the 
law now stands they must obtain 
special permission to clear by fire, 
and that there are most stringent 
laws making it incumbent on such 
persons to see fires do not get be­
yond their control. Until quite re­
cently there were no such binding 
restrictions—their wisdom is obvious.
Camp fires are another great me­
nace, many bad conflagrations being 
traced to them. It is astounding 
with what childish unconcern those 
travelling through woods and camp­
ing will throw away lighted matches. 
Such carelessness is nothing short
Vancouver G. W . V . A . 
Gondemn Labor Council
Goca oh Record as Opposed to the 
^ Present Sympathetic Strike-^Con-
tci|d That Bolshevism is Ram­
pant in Canada
Declaring that it had no trust in the 
present leaders of the Vancouver 
Trado.s and Labor Council on account 
of the "disgraceful tvyenty-four hour 
rflrikc" called in the city last year and 
attacking the methods by wliich the 
general strike vote had been taken, 
tlie Vancouver brancli of the Great 
War Veterans' Association—an organ­
ization representing more tlian 4,000 
returned men in Vancouver—has 
placed itself on record as opposed to 
the strike. Many speakers declared 
tliat the issue was a straight sliow- 
down between Bolslicvisin in Canada 
and the Britisli Constitution. These  ̂
declarations were received with great 
cheers.
Anotlier resolution was adopted ex 
pressing sympatliy witli Sergt. Fred 
Coppins, tile Victoria Cross hero, who 
was trampled and stamped upon by 
alien enemies in Winnipeg whilst 
doing his duty.
Tile resolution condemning the 
strike in Vancouver was adopted by a 
very large majority, there being prob­
ably more than a twenty-to-onc vote, 
t was passed after a lengthy debate, 
during wliicli the few ini opposition to 
it put up a strenuous fight against it, 
and amid tremendous enthusiasm. In 
fact, the entire meeting was punctti 
ated with vociferous cheering.
KAMLOOPS TO UNVEIL ITS 
HONOR ROLL ON SUNDAY
On Sunday, June 22, tlic City of 
Kamloops is to unveil the Honor Roll 
for that district, whicli has now been 
completed. Tlic roll in length i.s 
about ciglit feet and contains about 
200 naipcs. Its design is that of two 
pillars supporting a beam, io the cen­
tre of which is the coat of arm.s of 
tlic city, and across the beam are 
written the words:' "The City of
Kainloop.s.’’ On cacit side arc two 
colored drawings portraying the men 
in the trendies, tlie Red Cross, the 
Navy and the Air Service. Under the 
scroll inscribed "For King and Em*, 
pire" arc three significant words, "Our 
Honored Dead," and tlicn follow.s the 
names of tlic lads who will never re­
turn. At the liottom are the flags of 
tlie Allies and in the centre of these is 
tlic insignia of Canada, wliilc. on the 
sides are given tlie names of the im­
portant engageiiiciUs in wliich the 
Canadians have taken an active part.
K E LO W N A  G A R A G E
That we, the Great War Veterans’ 
Association, Vancouver branch, as an 
association do hereby go on record 
as follows:
"That while this association is 
heartily in accord with the aims of 
legitimate labor as represented by the 
international unions and the Ameri-bf criminal and ought to be treate_ t- , •
as such. There is something both • are not 
pathetic and terrible in the spec- manner ‘
areas of gaunttacle of enormous 
and blasted trees.
.There was never a time when 
timber was so valuable the world 
over and laws safeguarding it can­
not be made too stringent
MUTINY ON FRENCH FLEET
An account of the mutiny of seamen 
of the French Black Sea fleet at 
Odessa in April, has been told in the 
Chamber of Deputies by Deputy 
Emile Gbude, a Socialist. He said
provincial administration in that they! that during the trouble a red flag had 
generally were about three months been run up bn the battleship France, 
late in getting down to business that
Have a Special Line in Beef 
This Week 
Sirloin Steak 
'Rump Steak .......................................30c
Sirloin Roast ...........I......   3Sc
Rib Roast .......       ...30c
Nice Oven Roast .....     25c
Brisket ... ................. 22c
... ..........  22c
..................,..10c
Boneless Stewing 
Shins ...
Other Meat as Usual.
Phone 183
CASH AND CARRY
should be attended to before the sea­
son started. 'The presence of expert 
men in the valley which the seed 
growers had sought e a r l y t h e  
spring had been held back until the 
date of the convention which was too 
late for any practical use this year.
The meeting was then thrown into 
a committee of the whole to discuss 
the provisional regulations and bjg 
laws, drawn up by the secretary, Mr. 
E. W. Hogan, of Victoria. It was at 
first suggested that the capital.of the 
newly—formed United Seed-Growers, 
Limited,-should be placed at $10,000, 
but opinion differed' in this respect, 
the majority of the-members favoring 
a larger capitalization. The capital­
ization was finally boosted to $20 ,000, 
being 400 shares at $50.00 each. Teh 
per cent, of shar^  is payable On appli­
cation, an additional five per cent on
HIEROGLYPHICS
IN CALIFORNIA
Archaeologists are investigating a 
series of ancient epigraphs discovered 
on the rocks of Round Valley, near 
Bishop, Cal., U.S., which are declared 
to be as old as, if not older than 
the hieroglyphfcs of earliest Egypt, 
to which they bear a strong resem­
blance. The hieroglyphics have never 
been deciphered, it is said. Students 
of Indian tribes declare that it is not 
the work of the Indians” of North 
America and that it antedates all 
aboriginal lore  ̂ Some who have ex­
amined the strange markings of the 
flinty boulders say the hieroglyphics 
closely resemble • those of ancient 
Egypt and may replace the latter 
as the first w i r t t ^  language of 
humanity.
in
which the Vancouver Trades and 
Labor Council organized the sympa­
thetic strike in this city, withholding 
the strike vote from the labor unions 
coheerned, both individually and col 
lectively, and using methods of intimi­
dation to force men not in sympathy 
with the strike to leave their employ­
ment.
"p-urther, we realize that this sym­
pathetic strike is inflicting a great dea! 
of hardship on oiir newly returned 
comrades who are about to resume 
employment after returning from the 
front,\^and that the continuance of 
such strike will work considerable 
hardship, on many innocent people.
And further, that we view any 
movement forwarded by the present 
leaders of the Vancouver Trades and 
Labor -Council with the gfea’t^ C d i^  
trust, owing to many of their mem­
bers being implicated in the disgrace­
ful twenty-four-hour strike staged in 
connection with the shooting of a 
draft evader in August, 1918, and also 
in view of their utterances at the B.C. 
Federation of Labor convention and 
the' W estern Canada Labor Confer­
ence held in Calgary this spring.
Further we~realize fhltt the pr(> 
moting of better—pensions and; the 
$2,000 bonus, as one of the objects of 
this sympathetic strike now being 
held, is rnerely a clumsy piece of 
political chicanery.
“And furthermore, we reaffirm our 
determination, during this crisis, to 
uphold constitutional authority.’’
Wo arc Agents for
MAXWELLL.
PLEASURE CARS 
AND TRUCKS
PLEASURE CARS 
AND TRUCKS
HEATH-DUPLEX
makes your l^ord a 
truck in 60 seconds
CLEVELAND
TRACTORS
A N D  M A C H IN E W O R K S
□ a la
Service on all makes of cars. 
Magnetic Starting and Lighting, 
Storage Batteries Repaired and Re­
charged.
Dunlop Tires and Tubes.
ACCESSORIES
OILS
GREASES
STORAGE
Kelowna Garage & Machine Works
F. A. TAYLOR
Night Phone 253
Goodyear Tire 
Prices Drop
Effective Immediately the Following Prices Rule:
Plain All-weather Tubes
Heavy
Tourist
Tubes
30x 3 ^  .... .......... ....$20.70 $22:25 $3.25 ' $4.00
32 X 35^ .... .... .... .... 22.40 24.65 4.30 . 5.25
3 1 x 4  .... .... .......... 31.15 34.25 5.35 6.50
3 2 x 4  .... .... ...... . 32.95 36.25 5.55 6.75
3 3 x 4 ........ . .... 34.80 38.30 5.70 7.00
34 X 4 ......... .... 36.05 39.70 6.00 7.25
CORD TIRE PRICES ARE SIMILARLY LOWERED  
Don’t Wait Until Your, Tires Blow Out
SEE BROWNE the Tire Man NOW
and O rder Y our R ^ u irem eirts_ ^ h ead .
Goodyear Tire Service is Free—-Avail Yourself of Its
Privileges
V U L G A N I S I N G
G as, C oal O il, L ubricating  O ils
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
.J. W. B. BRO^^NE. Proprietor
Cor. Pendozi atid 
Lawrence
GOODYEAR 
SERVICE STATION PhonesiI Nitght 67
SACKS! SACKS!
WHY ALL THE EXCITEMENT? W E CAN SELL YOU 
THESE AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.
B E R R Y  C R A T E S !
Special Sale of 214 P ieces WE CAN SUPPLY THESE FROM STOCK NOW ON HAND
License N a  8-21018
The following have been purchased by^ us a t prices that are considerably less than 
obtainable in Ireland to-day, all prices are prepaid, goods are in perfect condition.
A FULL LINE OF FLOUR AND FEED AT 
LOWEST MARKET PRICE
PRICE 98c EACH—130 cushion covers in brown linen, fringe 
borders, Holland table covers, and sideboard cloths, scal­
loped edgings embroidered with floss; actually worth $1.25 
and $1.50. .
U
PRICE $3.75, EACH—11 only afternoon Irish damask cloths, 
very heavy quality, finished with scalloped edge, beautiful 
lai]ge pattern; size 60 by 60; actually worth $5.00.
PRICE $2.50-—14 only Irish damask cloths, circular pattern, 
assorted floral designs; a beautiful cloth for little money; 
actually worth $3.75.
PRICE 50c EACH—20 only pure Irish linen tray cloths, with 
embroidered corners, scalloped border; actually worth 75c.
PRICE $11.50—10 only pure Irish linen lunch sets, wide hem­
stitched borders, neatly embroidered all round. This set 
includes 1 lunch cloth, 6 serviettes, a few finished With scal­
loped edges; actually worth $15.00.
B. C. GROW ERS. Ltd.
Office Phone 306. W arehouse Phone 308
PRICE $11.50—6 only Irish dimity bedspreads, in extra large 
size; made of pure strong duck; actually worth $14.50.
PRICE $2.95—7 only conventional pattern circular cloths; 
size 52 by 52; no filling in this splendid medium weight 
cloth; scalloped border; actually worth $3.95.
PRICE $1.98 PAIR—16 pair of superior grade hemstitched 
pillow case^with wide border, a weave alrnost like pure 
linen; actually worth $2.50.
BRITISH COLUMBIA’S INTERIOR STORE. MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT H. VERNON, BC.
of V ario u s S ,ty les
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K elowna District Honor Roll Outlook for Export Apple Trado Brighter
, In an effort to compile an Honor Roll of the Kelowna District 
wc are submitting to the people of the district the names given be­
low. This is far from complete, and, in many instances, it is no doubt 1 
incorrect, and wc appeal for the assistance of everyone. Will all 
those who see'any errors or omissions kindljĵ  inform us, preferably 
in writing, so that wc may make the alterations. For the next two 
or three months this list will be published from time to time with 
revisions to date. A postcard from the soldier himself or from some­
one in his family giving his full name, whether correct in the list or 
not, would likewise be appreciated. The duplication and transposi­
tion of initials has been found the most formidable obstacle to'*a 
correct list.
Lifting of British Embargo Will 
Probably Be Again Extended
Tlic embargo placed upon imports 
of apples into Australia, which became 
effective during the past winter, has 
eatiscd considerable concern, to ex­
porters in British Columbia, and con­
certed efforts have recently been made 
to effect a niodification or removal of
C, ,E. G. Adams 
H. E, AdamsI LI ^A. I. Aclains 
G. E('orbes Adams
C, D. Adams ^
Jack Adams
E. Adamson 
J. M. Affleck 
O. St. P. Aitkcn 
James Akcroyd 
Thomas C, Akcroyd 
Frank K. Akcroyd 
*̂ J. Alexander 
W. H. Alexander
D. Allan 
David Allan 
R, A. S, Allen 
C, C. Allen 
Thomas Alien 
A. C. Anderson 
T. McL. Anderson 
W. Anderson
C.'Anderson 
J. Anderson 
Reuben Archibald 
H. N. Armstrong 
H. Armstrong
Winfred Bjown 
L. D, Browh-Clayton
G. H. Brush 
.S. C. Buck 
F. Bull
H. B. Budden 
A. S. Burdekin 
J. F. Burno
W. M. Edwards 
Archie Edwat'ds 
F. O. Eiloat 
Thomas Ellis 
D. Elocat 
J. Emslic
J. F. Burt 
F. O.
E, Ellwand 
David Erskine
Busscl 
J. W. Butler
G. R. Ettcr 
Tom a7  Evi
H. Everett'
ans
Robert R. Cameron 
Bain Calder
^m es Calderbanks
A. Cameron 
G. D. Cameron
J. M, Cameron 
Ml
^  Atkinson
S. Atkinson 
P. Y. Atkinson 
H. A. Atkin 
E. Atkins
furdoch Campbell 
R. Campbell 
Jas. J. Carney 
J. A. Carpendale. 
E. Carter 
G. R. Cascaden 
A. H. Casorso 
A' H. Gather 
John A. Cattanach 
G. L. Challoner
^  P. Champion
Chapman 
W. Charman
Odilc Fasciatix 
J. Favell 
C. Favell .
M. J, Featherstonhaugh
Fred J. Feeney
T. H. Ferguson
T. H. Ferguson
G. Ferguson
C. Ferguson
A. W. Fetlier
W. R. Field
T. Finch
'F. J. Fisher'
G. B. Fisher 
William E. Fisher 
Joseph T. Fisher 
Joseph H. Fisher -  
W. Fiske
H. Bagnel 
J. A. Bailey ' 
E. R. Bailey
G. Chaplin
Eipp
H. C. Childers
. l:
T. C. Chap ell
W. J. Fleet 
E. R. FI
Arthur J. Clarke 
D. Coates
lowell 
J. W. Fletcher 
W. H. Flowers 
Frank Foot 
J. L. Forsyth
C o m ra d e s  of th e  L a s t  P o s t
"They gave their lives for their country, and gained for themselves 
a glory that can never fade, a tomb that shall stand as a mark forever. 
I  do not mean that in which their bodies lie, but in which their re­
nown lives after them, to be remembered forever, on every occasion 
of speech or action which calls it to mind. ; .
"For the whole earth is the grave and monument of heroes. It 
is not the m ere^av ing  upon marble in their native land which sets 
forth their deeds; but even in lands where they were strangers there 
lives ati unwritten record in every heart—felt, though never embod­
ied."—'Tuneral Oration"—jPericles.
D. M. Anderson
R; F. H, Barlee 
Sidney P. Baron 
Sidney Baron 
A. V. Begbie 
A. H. Bell
G. Brown
H. Gore-Brown 
A. L. Browne 
Lovelace R. Bull
Ian Cameron
J. Clarke_ _  ̂ _
H.' Glower 
A. W. R. Cowan 
A. W. Russell-Cowan 
Frank Cownie .
Hall
J. Harris 
L. Harris
F. Heather 
E. J. Hereron 
C. Hereron 
R. Hill
Gerald R. Hilton 
J. Hoddinott 
A. Horsley ..
G. K. Hutchison
G. Packe'r 
O. A. Pease 
L. Pettigrew 
F. M. Plowman 
C. K. L. Pyman
■ John Kihcmd
R. W. Randell
C. Raymer 
W. Raymer
D, Reith
H, W; Roberts 
A. J, Rogers ■
H. G. Rowley 
Herbert H. Ryder 
Samuel J.—Ryder r
W. L. D’Aeth 
W. J. Davies 
Herbert '\V. Duggan 
J. Duhamel 
J. R. D. Dundas
J. Lancaster 
J. Lawrence 
Walter H. Legge 
G. H. Longstaff 
C. M. Lucas 
W. Lupton
H. Sands
F. Saucier 
E. Schofield
G. J. L. Slater 
R. Speeden
H. Stillingfleet 
G. Stirling
R. Stirling 
R. Sutherland
J. H.- Eastwood —  ̂
Earles > _
F. C. Eilowatt 
A. H. P. Errington 
Orr E w ings
■R. Favell 
A. E. Fazan
Frederick T. Fisher . t
Frank Magee
B. Marshall
E. Marshall r  ̂
W. J. Matthias 
J. J. Mills 
G. L, Monford
C. L, Moubray 
J. M. McCarthy 
Lloyd McDonald
A^Temole ^  
A. B7 Thayer 
J. Twigg
F. 'Vaughan
L. H. Garnet 
R. A. Geer- 
Cyril Gore 
W . Grtfensted 
i i  C. Groves
E. C. McIntyre 
K. McKenzie
L. McMillan
A. McMillan 
N. McMillan 
A. McNeill 
Stanley E. McPl.ee
J. A. Watt
E. L. Ward
F, B. Whittingham 
C, "Whittaker - 
Arthur Wiggleswcrth 
H. J. Williams 
Milton Wilson
W. H. Wilson 
A, J. Winslow
D. M. Barker
G. Barkwell
R. F. H. Barlee
H. H. Barlee 
W. R. Barlee
' j .  W. S. Barlee 
Thomas Barrett
Thos. Coldham 
Coleman 
F. H. Coles 
F. A. Colbard 
Geo. Collins 
L. Conioy 
Ben Course
■^hn Batt
Batt 
A. Belcher 
E. Bennett 
G. Benneitt - 
At. G. Bennett 
R. C. Bennett 
A. H. Benson 
Andrew Berard 
Dan. Berard 
. F. Berard 
; A. Berard 
' ■ G. F. Berryman 
- . A ’ B in^cy
^  Cowan
Cramp 
R. Crerar 
E. Cullen 
D. F. Cummings 
George Curts
G. B, Ford
G. L. Fox 
O. France
H. Francis 
J. Frost
R  Fuller •
E. G. Fuller •
J. R. Fuller  ̂
Walter A. Fuller 
W. S. Fuller ^
gi  
•} H. H. Birkctt 
(J Thomas C. Black 
Gerald R. S. Blackaby 
Blackwood
C. H. R. Dain 
N. J. Dalgleish 
R. D. Darkis 
F. H. Davis 
Thomas Davy 
E. Dann
J. Harry Davies 
Fr
Edgar Blenkarn 
A. W. Board 
R. D, Booth 
L. Bowdery 
A. B. “Bouchie
A. Bouvette 
R. Bouvette 
W. S. Bouvette 
H. T. Bowen
B. F. Boyce 
William Bradley 
H. Bradford
' ed J. Day 
G. C. DeBeck 
Fred DeCaqueray 
Victor DeHart 
Guy DeHart 
Harold DeHart 
W. Desprez.. 
Mark Dick ''
C. W. Dickson.
A. J. Dickson 
W. Dickson
'l l .  G. M. Gardner 
O. L. Geer 
C. W. Geidt 
A. Gibb 
L. I. Gillard 
T. Gillespie .
A. Gillette
G. H. Goldsmith
H. Goode 
F. Gore 
E. Gouvan 
Charles Gowen
R. Graham^----------
Charlie Graham
^  R  Gray 
Green
Gray 
P. Gray
J. T. Diggle 
H. R. F. Dodd
W. P. Greenwood 
H. B. Gribble 
L. A. Gritten
C. Dodds 
Chailes Dodds
Robert' Haldane
J. Brixton 
Pe
W. T. Halliday. 
E. E. Hankinson
V
? rcy Brooke^ 
Harvey Brown 
Frank Brown
Will.am Easton 
Herbert J. Edwards
R. C. Hard; 
:xa
L. G. Harris
1Ale nder 
r  
Chas. Harvey
Harman
tliis barrier. British Columbia ordi 
narily exports some, 75,000 boxes of 
apples to Australia and has found 
that market especially valuable as an 
outlet for the smaller size of apples, 
for which the home demand is quite 
limited. Contracts arc usually made 
at about this season of the year or 
earlier.
Cablegrams have recently been ex­
changed between the Department of 
Trade and Commerce and their repre­
sentative at Melbourne with the ob­
ject of ascertaining the .-possil^ility of 
the embargo being lifted. It seems, 
however, that,ow ing to restrictions 
upon exports Ifrom Australia, due to' 
insufficient slTipping space, and be­
cause of assurances to .producers that 
importations would not be permitted 
until home-grown crops had been dis­
posed of, the Commonwealth gov-
G U A R O  A G A IN S T  F IR E .
When Forests Burn, Taxes Increase.
ernment is unable at this time to make 
any statement. It is probable that 
within the next month a definite an 
nouncement will be made as by that 
time an estimate of the available
E. C) Harvey
C. H. Haskin 
R. H. Haug
W. R. J. Hawtrey 
Chas. Hawes 
John Haynes 
J. W. Haynes 
A: H. Hayward .  
E. J. Hayward 
J. D. Henderson 
John James Hereron 
Jas. Heughan 
H. J. Hewetson 
W. G. H. Hewlett 
W. H. Hewlett 
Arthur Hill 
J. Hill 
Geo. Hill 
Rupert Hilton 
G. W. Hinchesman 
G. F. Hinchesman
D. C. D. Hinkson 
C. W. Holden - 
Peter Holes '' 
David Hobkham 
J."T. Hoppenstadt 
J. S. Hbssey
E. C. Hoy
G. E. Hudson 
J. T. Hughes 
G. K. Hutchinson 
W. E. Hunter 
C. E. Huntley 
C. L. Hunt
W. Impett 
A. Innocent
John Jardine 
Jepson
J. F.. Johnson' 
L. Johnston 
A. E. Jones 
C. R. Jones 
A. J. Jones
C. Kay
F. A. Keith 
J. N. Kennedy
G. N. Kennedy 
E. A. Kidner 
Graham Kincaid 
John Kirk 
Ci—Air- Kirkby 
T. H. Keown 
P .R r  K n ig h t^  
A. Knight
C. Knight
D. W. Kunce 
I\. Kunce
John Ladd
K. Laidlaw
H. G. Lancaster
E. A. LaPointe 
Ira Law
G. I.angille
D. Lawson 
T. Leader
F. Lee
A. G. Lefevre
H. Lefevie 
N. Lefevre
L. Lefroy,
E. W. Leggatt
G. T. Leggatt 
A. L. Lemon 
L. L. Lemon 
John Levitt
G. Lindsay 
J. Lintern 
D. D. Lloyd
H. B. Lloyd 
J. E. Lloyd
G. H. Longstaff 
R. C. Lousemore 
R. W. Lucas Lucas 
N. T. Luckett
W. G. Mace 
J. L. Macready 
W. A. Magee 
J. C. Malian 
J. C. Mallam 
W. Marshall 
F. A. Martin 
M. H. Martindale
J. Marty 
J._H,_Mason
A. W. Mathey 
T. B. Mathison .
H. G. V. Matthews
F. C. Mawhinney 
J. Mayhc;.’'
J. Mayor 
L. F. Maxwell
G. Meldrum 
W. Metcalfe
H. T. Meugens 
W. F. MiddUIcton
Jas. Miller 
W. G. Miller 
A. S. Mills 
S. Mills
V. B. Milner-Jones 
R< F. Minna
’ ' f
W. E. W. Mitchell 
A. Mitchell 
G. Monseigny *
W, H. Moodie 
A. Moody 
W. Moody
C. Moon .
A. -G. Moon 
W. A. Moore 
F. W. Morgan 
J. Morrison
D. M. Morrison
F. F. Mulroy
G. Murrell 
R. MacBean 
George McCormack
D. McDougall
E. McDb'ugall
I. McDougall
J. A. McDougall
H. H. McDougall
J. P. McGarrIty
' J. T. McGarritjr 
A. McGibbon ' 
Ernest McKinley
K. McLaren 
E. McLennan 
A. McMeiken
. D. C. McMillan , 
Daniel McMillan 
Angus McMillan 
E. N. McNaught 
Clare MePhee 
Geo.! MePhee 
Ian McRae 
Peter McRae 
William McTavish
Percy Neave 
C. O. Needham 
A. Neill 
F. Neill 
H. C. Nelson 
Geo.-AT-Neumey er 
C. Newby 
W. Newman 
J. North
J. Oakeley 
M. O. O’Bryan 
C. W. Odling 
H. Olds
J. M. Parct 
R. H. Parkinson 
-E.“ Partington—̂
E. Patterson 
J. F. Paul 
J. J. Pavle 
A. Pentland
J. Periy 
H. R. Perry
Peters 
F. W. Peters 
W. W. Pettigrew 
R. Pfyffer 
C. Phinney 
J. R. Pitcairn«- 
J. Plant 
J. Porter 
H. H. Price 
J. D. Priestley 
J. Pringle
S. Quested 
Chas! Quinn 
A. B. Quinn
R. A. Randall
B. Raymer 
A. Raymer
C. R. Reid 
G. Reith
G. C. Reith 
F. Reynolds 
F. M. Richardson
D. Richie 
Chas. Rimmer 
R. G. Ritchie 
Ralph Ritchie 
F. Robbins
T. Robbins 
R. Robbins 
J. E. Roberts 
Geo. Roberts 
J. Rogers
C. Rogerson 
G.. C. Rose
J. E. Rowley 
-R.~D.-Rowley_
G. Royle
H. Ryan
S. B. Ryder
W. F. A. Saling 
J. K. Salvage 
C. Scott 
W. Seaman 
L. A. Seaman 
William Senman 
R. E. Seeley 
A. Scon
^  Shand
Sharer 
P. Shaw 
F. Shaw
C. S. Shayler 
M. Shearan 
J. B, Shepard
^  W. N. Shepherd
Stillitlgfleet 
' W. Shugg
L. B.^'Simeon
B. P. Simpson
M. Skae 
Geo. Small 
H. K. Small •
G. Smith
W. Smith
G. K. Smith 
D. B. Smith 
P. Smith
F. Smith 
J. Smith 
A. J. Smith
A. Smith
R. R. Smith 
P. B. Snashall
C. S. Southey
H. Standing
B. O’L. Stephens
D. Stewart 
D. Steward 
A.* C. Stirling 
T. W. Stirling 
A. Stirling -
J. R. J. Stirling 
A. E. Stocks 
A. M. B. Stocks 
D. J. Strachan
G. Strang -
Jas. Stuart 
R. H. Stubbs
L. Sumners 
C. W. Sutherland"
G. C. Sutherland
H. Swenton 
H. Swinton 
J. Symonds
E. A. Tait 
J'. Taylor 
C. H  ̂ Taylor 
Thomas H. Taynbee
D. Temple 
W. T. 'Thacker
W. H. Thacker 
A. Thompson 
J. W. Thompson 
R. Thompson 
W. .M. Thomson 
W .. Thompson 
J., Thompson 
C. Thompson 
J. S. Thomson 
G. Thopilinson, Sr. 
G. Thbmlinson, Jr. 
F. J. Thorne 
F. J. Tilly
H. J. J. Tillbrook 
H, W. 'Treadgold 
A. G. Treadgold
J. C. Urquhart
A.- G. Vidler 
F. L^ Vosper
Stanley Wade 
W. Wall 
J. Wamsley 
J. Ward 
G. Warren 
T. Watkins , 
A. D. Weddell 
C. Weddell 
E. Weeks
J. A. Weir 
W1̂heeler 
R. Whillis
G. K. White 
J. White
J. B. Whitehead 
B. M, Whyte 
Harry L. Williams 
James W. Wilkie
H. Willits
J. Willonghan 
li. W. Wilkinson 
J. H. Wilson 
G. Wilson 
G. H. Wilson 
J. L. Wilson 
W. W. Wilson 
Leslie—Wilson
C. A. Winslow 
C. O. Woodworth 
William Woods 
M. G. E. Woodmass 
J. H. Wylljes-'
Ethel Hall 
Miss Hutchison
Miss McKay 
Marion McMillan
Katherine McMillan 
Lillian McMillan 
Miss Shand 
Miss L. Thompson 
Mias Winters
home-grown stocks can more readily 
be formed. , '
As regards the export of Canadian 
apples to Great Britain,- the situation 
remains unchanged, but is encoui’̂  ̂
aging. The period during which 
dapples may be imported into th ^ ^ ld  
Country was extended to July 1, and 
has recently been again extended to 
September 1. There-' have been a 
number of inquiries as to what will 
take place after that date, as Canadian 
shippers "will not become a factor in 
the British market until October and 
later. A recent cable from the Cana­
dian Fruit Trade * Commissioner at 
Liverpool intimates that the removal 
of the embargo will be kept in effect 
by a succession of extensions. It 
therefore seems likely that in spite of 
pressure for protection nothing will 
be done to restrict the importation of 
Canadian apples. So far prices are 
concerned^ our latest information is 
that there is no intention on the part 
of the British Ministry of Food to 
control prices, although they have re­
served the right to do so if they reach 
too high a level as the result of ex 
cess profits.
The rate to Yotkton is $2.25 per 100 
pounds; to all other points $2.00 per 
100 pounds. These rates expire about 
August 31, 1919, unless sooner can­
celled, changed or extended.
F6 r the plirposc of improving the * 
working conditions of tlieir employees 
and to acopmmodatc what seems to 
be the general public sentiment, the 
Express Companies have adopted the 
eightdiour day, effective June 1, 1919/ 
Collection and delivery service wiir be 
confined to the hours between 8  a.m. 
and 5 p.m. Depot offices ivhere night 
staffs are maintained w ill,be open for 
the delivery of incoming shipments to 
consignees calling for them, and for 
the receipt of outgoing shipments 
which are not ready when last vehicle 
call is made. :
SMALL FRUIT EXPRESS
RATES NOW IN FORCE
Companies Have Adopted 
Hour Day
Eight-
Special local rates on Canadian- 
grown berries, cherries and currants 
in carloads are made effective June 1,
: 919, by the Dominion Express Com­
pany, from Greston, Duck Greekr Hat- 
zic, Huntingdon, Kelowna, PentictOn, 
Summerland, Vancouver and Vernon, 
B, C.,_ to Calgary, Edmonton, Cam- 
rose, Winnipeg, Moose Jaw, Regina, 
Saskatoon, Weyburn and Yorkton.
BALED TENDERS addr^ned to the under- 
signed, and endorsed “Tender for wharf a t 
Naramata, B.C.”, will be received a t this’ /  
oifi*̂ e until 12 o’c lo ck  n o o n . W ed n esd ay , 
J u ly  9 , 1919, fortheom strucuonofaW harfat 
Kafamata, District of Yale, British Columbia.
plans and forms of contract can be seen and 
siiecification and forms of tender obtained a t
ltwjR4Ki 4 pttsIWEil_
' o*
,tnis Department, a t the office of the District 
Engineer a t Chase,’ B.C., and a t  the Post 
Offices, Vancouver, B. C., and Naramata, 
B.C.
Tenders'-will not be considered unless made
1 pr 
ndan  in ' accordance with conditions contained 
therein.
Each tender must, be accompanied by an 
accepted cheque on a chartered bank p ^ a b le . 
to the order of the Minister of Public Works, 
equal to 10 per cent, of the amount- of. the 
tender. War Loan Bonds of the Dominion will 
also be accepted as security, or war bonds 
and cheques if required to make up an odd 
amount.
NoTR.-r-Blue prints can be obtained a t this
h B I
returned if the Intending bidder ^b rn its  a 
regular bid. '
By order,
- R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, June 5,1919. 41-Z
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M a rk : 2:134 as a Three-Year-Old
COLOR: SEAL BROWN. Bred in Newton, Ind. Sirecl 
by Leland Onward, 2 ;04j^, by Game Onward (8105), by On­
ward (1411), by Geo. Wilkes (P102), by Hambletonian (10), 
by Abdallah (l)j by Mambrino, by Imp. Messenger. First 
dam, Ollie Osborne, by Thorn Haw, by Nutwood (600), 
2 :18^, by Belmont (64), by Abdallah (15); by Hambletonian
(10), etc. Second dam,fTrilby,.Wilkes, by Nutwood Wilkes,
2 :23, by Nutwood (600T, Jby Belmont (64), etc. Official Entry. .  -------------  .No. P2000, Parsons Naiional Standard Pacing Horse Register, 
Vol. No. 2.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE- 
LIVE STOCK BRANCH 
CERTIFICATE /OF PURE-BRED STALLION 
Breed—Standard Pacer 
Form A, No. 78
The pedigree of'the stallion LOCXL OPTION, No. 
P. 2000, owned by J. N. Cameron, Post Office, Kelowna, 
District, Okanagan, description as follows: Color, brown; 
foaled in the year 1907;' has beeiK examined in the Live 
Stock Branch of the Department of Agriculture, and I 
hereby certify that the said Stallion is of Pure Breeding^ 
and is registered or is eligible for registration in the Do­
minion National Records.
PRICE ELLISON,
Minister of Agriculture.
w . T. McDo n a l d ,
In charge, Live Stock Branch, 
Dated at Victoria, this second day of April, 1914.
M i
M i r ' '
'S*:’
a
i
TERMS—$15.00 cash for season; $25.00 to insure a living foal.
As LOCAL OPTION may not be in the Valley much 
longer, I haye put the fee down tp give all a chance to get good 
drivers from a horse that has proved his ability to get bigcolts, 
clean of foot and limb, and a gentle disposition.
The name of LOCAL OPTION as sire of your colt is 
worth more than service charge.
»Phone 68 in working hours. Phone 182 on Sundays.
- - OwnerJ. N. CAMERON,
>
i
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How to Caro for
Vegetables in Summer
(Experimental Forms Note)
• Root crops, such as beet, carrot and 
parsnip, should be carcrull><* -weeded 
and thinned while the plants arc still, 
sntall. Parsnips should be thinned to 
about four inches apart; Swede tur­
nips six to ciKht •inches. Carrots may 
be thinned to one inch apart and, when 
large (though to use, alternate roots 
pulled, leaving the remainder about 
two inches apart. Garden beets may 
be similarly handled, but the final disr 
tarlcc in this ease should be about four 
inches. As beet tops make a very de­
licious early green Vegetable, thinning 
should bo done so that these tops may 
grow to a usable size. The soil should
and cauliflower plants require 18 to 20 
inches of space to each plant in the 
row, and the rows should be two and 
a half feet apart. The.soil should be 
kept well hoed to conserve the moist­
ure and encourage rapid^ growth. 
Where space is limited tomatoes may 
be grown in rows three feet apart and 
the plants 18 inches apart in the rows 
and tied up to stakes. Corn, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, squash, pumpkins and 
melons all grow best on a light, warm 
soil. Five or six cucumber plants 
may be grown in u hill, the hills 
spaced about three feet apart; squash 
and pumpkin three or four plants in a 
hill and the hills six to eight feet 
apart. Where the soil is rich and 
warm and space limited, hills of cu 
cumber, squash and pumpkin may be 
planted between alternate rows of 
corn.
Potatocs. should.be thoroughly cul 
tivat'ed to conserve all possible moist-
thc rate of one ounce of Paris green 
to four gallons of water, adding an 
ounce, of lime to neutralize any free 
arsenic present. Arsenate of lead a<lT 
hcrcs'bctter to the foliage than Paris 
green and may be applied at the'rate 
of one ounce to a gallon of water, if 
the paste form is used; or one ounce 
to two gallons if the powdered form 
is employed. Bordeaux mixture may 
be made up in small quantities in the 
following manner, employing wooden 
pails for mixing the spray. In each 
gallon of water dissolve two' ounces 
of copper sulphate (blucstonc) slake 
one pound and a half of quicklime 
(unslakcd lime) in,one gallon water, 
stir thoroughly and then add one pint
Use Intimidation
to ^Collect tund
possessing an agreeable taste, like that 
of sweet cream, and a pleasant hal- 
somic odor, its only unpleasant qual­
ity being a slight amount of sticki­
ness. The chemical analysis of this
Woman Solicits at Door and Men in niilk has shown it to possess a coin- 
Background Note Number of po.sition closely resembling some ani- 
House When Refused | mal .substances; and, like animal milk,
it quickly forms a yellow, cluicsy
Indignation was rife in Calgary last scum upon its surhice, and after a 
week-end over tlie canvassing of the few days’ exposure to the atmosphere 
houses by strike sympathizers seeking turns sour and'putrilies. It contains 
funds, and the mayor, commissioners upwards of 30 per'cent of a resinous 
and police chief were assailed for per- substance, called galuctin by cliemists. 
mitting such conditions. The mayor There appears to he no danger of 
and chief explained that the permit the cow tree rciilacing Holstoins In
be kept cultivated and never allowed
to bake or harden. J ’liis is particularly | urc; “ridging up" .also' supplies the 
true with peas and beans if a tender, I tubers with loose soil in which to de-
fiticcutbnt crop is desired. Beans, 
however, ahouid not be cultivated 
when moist with either 'rain or dew, 
as the plants if injured under these 
conditions, arc particularly subject to 
bean rust (the spores of this .disease 
developing in the injured tissues).
Corn'that has been sown in hills 
should be thinned to three or four 
plants to a hill, if the hills arc two to 
two and a half feet apart. Cabbage
velop. However, in areas where there 
is a light summer, rainfall, level culti­
vation will conserve the limited soil 
moisture hiorc satisfactorily. Spray­
ing should not be delayed until there 
are signs of injury from tlie well- 
known potato beetle, or from one or 
more of the many potato diseases. 
Paris green and arsenate of lead have 
been found very satisfactory poisons 
for the beetle and can be applied at
W ater Notice
(Use and Storage)
'T 'A K E  NOTICE that Okanagan 
IpiOan and Investment Trust 
Company, whose address is Kelowna, 
• B. C, will apply for a licence to take 
and use 4716.4 acre feet and .to store 
4716-4 acre feet of water out of Hy- 
drqujic, Stirling and Canyon Creeks, 
which flow north and drain into 
Mission Creek. ^
The storage dam Will be located at 
Hydraulic Creek, two miles S. E. of 
South Kelowna Land Company’s Dam 
No. One (1), and use will also be 
made of the S.vK. L,. Co.'s reservoir. 
The capacity of the reservoir to be 
created is about 1200 acre feet, and it
will flodd about 111 acres of land. The 
water - will be diverted from the 
stream at the S. K, L. Co.'s Dam No. 1, 
as to Hydraulic and Stirling Creeks, 
and at a point situate about three miles 
north of the Canyon Creek reservoirs, 
33 to Canjron Creek, and will be used 
for irrigation purpose upon the land 
described (see attached list).
This notice was posted on the 
ground on the, 1st day of June, 1919. 
A copy of this notice and an applica- 
tion pursuant thereto and to  the 
“Water Act, 1914,'' will be filed in the 
office of the Water Recorder at Ver- 
non, B. C. Objections to the appli- 
cation may be filed with the said 
Water Recorder or with the Comp- 
of W’ater Rights, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B. C, within 
after the first appearance 
notice in a local newspaper.
 ̂The date of the first publication of 
this notice is June Sth, 1919.
could not very well be refused, as the | the Kelowna district, 
of the lime water for each gallon con- [applicants had complied with tlie legal 
tainiug the two ounee.s of dissolved hut instances” developed where
blucstonc.
EUnOPE A HEAVY BUYEH 
OF EVAPOHATEO STOCK
the law was broken by canvassers 
asking'for money without having tags, 
and tliose the police chief undertook 
to check. Another matter of com 
plaint was that a form ojf intimidation 
was employed, since men look the 
numbers of houses where money Vfas
Reports from western New York refused the women canvassers, 
indicate a keen interest in the market Many complaints reached the police 
for evaporated stock next fall. Con- headquarters by phone about the can 
tracts have already been made for yassers for the Strikers' Tag Day, 
prime white stock as high as 16 cents who were going from house to house 
per pound. The opi^ning market last i» their efforts to raise funds, The 
year on futures was., 12 cents per citizens complained that this is in 
pound and the price of 16 cents, now '^.°af''avcntion of the civic statute, 
quoted, is the highest on record in that which makes it illegar to make a 
district. It is presumed that Europe house to house canvass under these, 
will be a heavy buyer as a result of | conditions, 
her supplies being exhausted during
the war. There is also the apparent AUSTRALIA PLANS TO 
certainty of nation-wide prohibition | PROTECT INDUSTRIES
which win encourage a demand for
pasteurized cider and decrease the | W. A. Watt, acting prime minister
List of Applicants
Name.
Irrigable
Acres.
. V  Aitken, Louiz^, estate of......  13.t
A Allen, George'L. .................. 23
Description of Lands. 
W. K  of Lot .5, Plan ,355.
Anderson, J. C.
Armstrong, Margaret ................
Atkinson, Harry S. ..... ............
Bright, Mabd, Mrs. .............
Budgen and Taylor (H. B.
Î lÔ d̂) .............................'....a......
Chapman, "VV. L. ................... .
Canyon Creek Irrigation Com­
pany, Limited.
Carpendale, J. Maxwell ..........
Carrutheis, Edward M. .....
Carruthers, Robert, Mrs. ........
Lot 23, Plan 187.
Lot 15, Plan 187.
Lot 10, Plan 187.
E. Lot 24, Plan 187.
E. portion of Lot 19, Plan 187;
Lot 2, Plan 978.
Part of the N. of Lot 20, Plan 187.
11.
Coubrbugh, Anthony C, ........
CoXi Benjamin C.
Â art, - -. luiric
Dendy, O liver................... .
East Kelowna School ...........V
East “Kelowna Tennis Club™.-
Edzell Orchard Syndicate ...... 107.5
Lot 2, Plan 790.
Lot 3, Plan 978.
Lots 1 and 2,. Plan 665.
C ^tra l portion N.W. Sec.
Township 26.
Lot 11, Plan 665.
South portion of Lot 20, Plan 187.
K, N.E, J^, Sec.
10, Township 26.
Part of the N; H of Lot 6, Plan 187. 
Part of N. H Lot 20, Plan 187.
Part of Lot-2,-Map-790,
Errington, F.’ H 
Fitzgerald,' W. D
33.9
30
Flower, Rt H. 11.3
Forbes, Chas. D. .......... Tl.S
b'orde, f .
Gillespie, Thos. L. ________
Gilmore, Frank H. .............. .
Go_w, Leonard ...................... ...
tineve, J. H. ..............................
Griffin and Son ....... ........... .
Guliseth, Peter ........................
Hcirtf" Î . . ................................
H e Wet sdn7~ H e h r^ M r s.^ ..;7..77. 
Hill, Reginald 'H. ..........—___
S.W. J4, Sec. 11, Township 26.
S. part of Lot 25, Plan 187,
P®*"**®" of E. Y i, N.E, Y ,  Sec. 10, Township 26.
S W corner of S.W. Sec. 11, Tp. 26. 
W. H of Lot 12, Plan 187.
P%rt of Lot 3, Plan 355. - 
N, part of Lot 18, Plan 187.
S. Y  of Lot 7, Plan 187.
Lot 9 and Lot 10, Plan 790.
W. of Lot 24. Plan 187.
N. Y  of Lot 7. Plan 187.- 
E.-J^-of Lot-11, Plan 187.
Xot 5,̂  Plan 790.
S. portion of Lot .26, Plan 187.
supply of apples available for evapor- of . Australia, according to a dispatch 
*̂*°*̂®' from Melbourne, has told the Indus-
In connection with the European tries Protection League that .the Aus- 
demand for evaporated apples it is in- tralian government intends to intro- 
•teresting to note that the March-April duce tariff to protect industries ere 
issue of “The Evaporator" denies, on ated during the war at the approach- 
good authority, the report that Ger- >ng sessjpn of parliament, 
many has been. expanding her dehy- The measure would also encourage 
dration factories and increasing the new industries and extend those al- 
number of her orchards. The Ameei- ready in existence, 
can vice-consul at Rotterdam in a re- The acting prime minister said it 
port to the department of 3tate, Feb-1 was the intention of the government, 
ruary 26, states that he has commurii- if parliament appro\^d, to pass an 
cated with the leading dealers and im-1 effective tariff, 
porters of dried fruits at Rbtterdam
and that the information which has | THE COW TREE
reached American exporters has been
greatly exaggerated. | Brosimun Galastbdendron • is the
scientific name of the “cow tree" of
Vancouver Cafe
L. Berryman, Prop.
L U N C H
PRO PO RTIO N
Light Luncheons 
and Short Orders.
MEALS AT ALL 
HOURS
special Meals' Can Be 
Arranged by Telephone.
ALL W HITE HELP
Regular Dinner ........40c
Meal Tickets...... $7.50 for $7.00
Vancouver Cafe
Next Door to Courier Office 
PHONE 331 WATER ST.
Goods Bought end 
Sold on Commission
G. W.
UNNINGIIAM
AU CTioNE:v:n. 
Warehouse Next to C.P.R. Wharf
FLOUR /^ND FEED always 
in Stock at Lowest Prices.
Agent for Magnet Separators
CROP REPORTS South America. On the mountains 
near the town of Cariaco, and else-
■Australia anticipates being able to '''here along the sea coast of Vene- 
export at least. 600,000 boxes^of apples zuela, it forms large forests, growing 
of which 80 per cent will be from the to a height of 100 feet, with a smooth 
State of Tasmania. The freight to trurik six or eight feet in diameter, 
London will be $1.84 per case. It is and without branches for the first 
estimated that the net returns to the 60 or 70 feet of its height. The tree 
grower will approxirnate $2.07 per yields a milk of as good quality as 
case.. that from the cow. In its native coun-
The acreage of potatoes in Nova tree is called Palo de
Scotia and in Ontario is likely to be or, Arbol de Leche. Its milk,
less than last year, according to early which is obtained by making incisions 
reports. In Gntarib the prolonged trunk, so closely resembles the
wet weather has made it practically the cow, both in appearance
impossible to get on the land. Other Quality, that it is commonly used
reasons for the decreased'ab^r^gb areT^^ ‘uhabit^
thethe high cost of fertilizers and 
scarcity of labor.
. A recent report from the Learning- 
ton district of Ontario states that the 
acreage of onions may not exceed two- 
thirds of that of 1918, Heavy and 
continuous rains have had a serious 
effect and many farmers have had to 
replant. Unless weather conditions 
improve the crop-may not-exceed -50- 
per cent of normal.
ants of the places where the tree is 
abundant. Unlike many other vege­
table milks, it. is perfectly wholesome.
WINDOW and DOOR
Sash and Doors 
Window and Door Frames 
: Fruit Ladders
Saws Filed and Gummed Out 
Flume Pli: s 
Bee Supplies'
Or if It's Made of Wood 
Window, Glass and Wind Shields
S. M., SIMPSflN
Sash and Door Factory 
Phone 312 Abbott Street
Wlicn the weather is hot 
you can
RIDE TO GET COOL 
IF  YOU RIDE A
The Bicycle of the New Age.
One of the j[pys of hot weather 
is to ride an'" easy running 
bicycle.
We have a complete sup­
ply of the latest fittings 
at popular prices, besides 
a well-equipped repair. 
shop, and can fix up your 
wheel to perfection.
J. K. Cam pbell
TH E BICYCLE MAN 
P. O. Box 221 Phone 347 
Cor. Abbott St. and Park Ave.
T  ractor 
W ork
We are prepared to 
contract for ploughing;, 
 ̂ discing or grading with 
Cleveland Tractor.
Power Belt Work up to 
20 H.P.
Bankhead Orchard Co., Ltd.
. KELOWNA
Hodgkins, M. F. ..............
.Holmains Orchard Company,
Ltd. (W. H. Higgin) ........ .
Kelowna Land and Orchard- 
Company, Limited—
'I.̂ 3t 1̂ 1
17̂ )t 13 ..................................
Residential lots ..... ;.........
The Park  ....... .............. 242.$
Orchard Block  ........  586
N. oart of E. Yt of N.E. % , Sec. 10, 
Township 26.
Lot 3, Plan 790. .
Lot 22, Plan 187.
The Rusk Subdivision ..........
The Rusk Subdiyision .......__
Lillihgston, J. Innes-
Lillingston, J. Innes- (Burn- 
furdoch)
E. of Lot 12. Plan 187.
Lot 13, Plan 187.
Lots 6 , 7, 9, 10. Plan 665.
Part of Lot 3, Plan 187.
L o y , parts of Lot 6, 11 and 12, Plan
Lot 1, Plan 978.
Lot 4. Plan 978.
Lot 4, Plan 790.
A report from the Essex Peninsula, 
dated May 26, states that early toma-| 
toes are about all planted and that the 
acreage is the same as in 1918. The 
tomato crop generally in Ontario is 
going to be very backward owing to I 
the difficulty of planting. The acre- j  
age of early tomatoes will be consid-l 
erably reduced and the crop late in 
maturing.
TWO STILLS ARE
SEIZED AT MICHEL
M
Marshall, Julia, Mrs.
Marshall, Walter ....
Miller, A. E. ..........
MulhoHand, Arthur H.
Nalder, Reginald F. ................  20
Newbold, Arthur ..........    20
Okanagan Loan and Invest­
ment Co. (E. Wallis) ........ 6
Pooley, Walter R., Mrs. ....... 9.
Pooley, Walter R., Mrs......... 4.
Pooley, Walter R., Mrs*, — 46.
Powell, Ed. B..................   10
Priestley, Anna, Mrs..............   12.
l^eckie. John IS. 33
Reid, Russell B. .....................  30.
Reid, .Russell B. .....................  20
Ridley Store (Herbert Mam- 
ham)
Lot 7, Plan 790.
Lot 4, Plan 665.
S. Y of Lot 8  and Lot 9, Plan 187. 
Lot 14 and part of t o t  15, Plan 187. 
Lots 8  and 12, Plan 665.
N. Y^ of S. Y .  Lot 5, Plan 187.
W. Y  of S. 54. Lot 6 , Plan 187.
N. Y  of Lot 8, Plan 187,
Five Truck Loads of Whiskey, In-1 
gredients and Equipment Taken
N. part of N. Y .  Lot 6, Plan 187.
S. portion Lot 16. Plan 187.
S.W. corner Lot 15, Plan 187.
N. portion N.W. Y .  Sec. 11, Tp. 26. 
W. 54 of Lot 11. Plan 187. _
N. portion Lot 23, Plan 187. ^
S. P%tiM N.W. Y .  Sec. 11, Tp. 26. 
Lot 17, Plan 187.
Lot 16, Plan 187, north part.
1
Rose, Hugh S.......... ............. . 26.4
Rowley, Robert ......
10
.3
o
Roxby, O. V. Maude-
Salvage, George K. .................   63.5
Shaw, Albert H. .....................  12
Smith, Richard ......................... 10
»*Smith, Richard, Mrs....... ......... 5
Soames, Arthur L., Mrs.........  20
Spencer,-W_Crichton.....— ------ 13:6
Spencer, W. Crichton ............  25.1
Stirling, J. H. ............... :......... 21.3
Stirling, Thos. W. ..............  10
Stirling, W. F. and M. E..’...... 6.5
Taylor, Claude H. and Fred­
erick Arthur .....      20.6
Taylor, Frederick A. ................  39
Tucker, C.........................     4.5
Wallace, Horatio ............ ;......  26.4
Wright, Alan H.......................... 11
S.E. corner Lot 26, Plan 187. 
Lot 4, Plan 355.
N. portion Lot ,20, Plan 187.
E. Y  of S. 54 of Lot 5, Plan 187. 
E. 54 of S.E. Y .  Sec. 10. Tp. 26. 
N. part of Lot 3, Plan 35b.
N. part of Lot 25, Plan 187.
N. Y  of S, 54. Lot 5, Plan 187. 
Lot 8, Plan 790.
_E.-54 oLLot-5. Plan 355.
Part of Lots 11 and 12, Plan 790. 
Lot 1. Block 1, Plan 1072.
,E . part of Lot 2, Block 2, Plan 1072. 
Lot 5, Pl^n 665;
Wright, Ashfield............... .....t 27
Lot 3 and pt. of Lot 2, Bk. 2, Plan 1072. 
Lot 21, Plan 187.
S. 54 of S. 54. Lot 5, Plan 187.
Lot 2, Plan 355.
W. part of Lot 19, Plan 187.
S. part of Lot 18, Plan 187.
Investigations under the direction 
of Chief Provincial Constable Alex. 
McNeil and Inland Revenue Officer 
H. Brown, at Michel, have brought to 
light two illicit stills at that place. 
The premises raided were those of 
Pete Zoratti and Frank Farano.
In the former’s place 20 gallons of 
alcohol, 40 gallons of raisin whiskey, 
60 gallons of mash and 50 cases of 
raisins and two worms we^e seized.
At the latter place one complete 
20-gallon per day stilly fully equipped 
and ju&t drawn, as it was warm from 
recent operation, was seized. There 
also was found in this place 100 gal­
lons of raisin alcohol, 60 gallons of 
mash, 40 gallons of distilled whiskey 
and 40 cases of raisins. 
__Additional_ingredients_and_equip- 
ment were also seized, in all aggre­
gating five truck.loads. The men will 
be prosecuted under the Inland Reve­
nue. Act.
Is the Most Popular Car on the 
Market Today
One-man top; demountable rims; 
robe rail and foot rail; pockets in all 
doors; hand pads to protect finish on 
doors; electric lighting and starting
The next shipment of these cars will 
be hefe about June 18th. Get your 
orders in early to insure delivery.
. .y.-*
i-"-:
M. A. ALSGARD
AGENT KELOWNA, B.C.
"  Applicants.
By OKANAGAN LOAN AND INVESTMENT TRtlST COMPANY. 
4^5 ^  -Agent.
A huge market for Canadian farm 
produce exists in Great Britain where, 
according to the Trade Commission, 
our imports only amount to 154 per 
cent of the eggs consumed: 254 per 
cent of th<*‘buttcr, and 2 Y  pef cent of 
the beef. -
' i '
■1
P A O n  SIX THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST THURSDAY. JUNE 10. IdlO
"SUN" TYPOS OBJEC5T
’ TO STRIKE EDITORIAL
■ Taking exception to an editorial re­
flecting upon the honcBty and sincer­
ity of present strike leaders in Van­
couver, which was in cold type at 
the “Sun" office on Friday iiight when
the typos gathered for work, a chapel 
meeting culled for the purpose served ’ tcrnational Typographical Union
notice upon the ninnagenicnt at 11 
o'clock that they would refuse to' do 
further work uUtil the editorial had 
heen expunged.
The following morning they were 
served with a counter-notice by the 
nianagcineht of the "Sun" to the ef­
fect that the "SunV expected the print­
ers to issue the newspaper in accord­
ance with the agreements of the In-
BOr SCOUTS' COLOMB
Troop First I Self Last I 
Edited by "Pioneer."
School Column
By JAMES GORDON, Principal.
i i i i H H r r n T ] i
The second division of the Schoo 
Clubj Miss Caldwell’s class, gave an 
Orders by command for week ending I entertainment last Friday
afternoon. A dramatized version o, 
the last canto of the “Lady of the
June 17, 1919.
Duties: Orderly patrol for week.
Cougars; the week following will be 
spent in camp and orderly duties will 
be as posted there.
Parades: The combined troop will 
parade at the club room on Wednes­
day, June 25, at 7:1S p.m. This will 
be the last regular parade before camp 
but it is possible we may be able to
Lake” was acted, and proved very 
helpful to a fuller understanding o 
the poem. Refreshments were served 
by the girls.
* ♦
Margaret O’Neil, Alberta Small and 
Howard Leathlcy have shown them 
selves to be the best pupils this term 
now attending. They will take the
W E need to be reminded quite as much as informed. The Peace Conference is 
proving that. German atrocities, the ex-Kaiser 
and his autocratic brotherhood seem almost for­
gotten.
Memory haS been jocularly described as “ the 
thing we forget with.”
Out of sight is apt to be out of mind.
An advertiser who relies on the absence of the 
public leans on a broken reed. The beginning of 
the end of many a firm has been the absence of its 
advertising from the newspaper. “ The present 
suitor hath ever the advantage .over the absent 
lover.” Any course which removes your customer 
further from you or hides you from your customer 
is ruinousi The man with the money needs to be 
constantly sought. Advertising in the “Courier” 
is the g^eat discoverer of new customers; the 
great retainer of old ones.
make arrangements for a church Pa«- departmental entrance examination to 
ade on Sunday, June 29. represent the school. The others who
We plan to go to camp at Cedar L,aye done good work during the term 
Creek on Monday, June 30, and to rc- L,ni i,e passed on the recommendation 
turn on Saturday, July 12, As we go L f  the principal. It is billy fair to say 
out the Cubs will go in for a four or Li,at the best pupil of all, Dorothy 
five day camp. If all Scouts attend Morrison, will not be able to take the 
along with the recruits who should examrnation owing to , her mother’s 
be Scouts by that time we shall have jUness. It has been a great disap- 
41 Scouts under canvas divided into pointment to the school, 
six patrols. In addition, we may have
one or two old members of the troop, 
and the Camp Cook, Quartermaster 
and Scoutmaster with one or two oth­
ers of small appetites. We are not 
sure yet whether the Commissioner 
will be able to attend or not, but'we 
hope sp. If he is in the Valley at that | 
time though, he will probably spend j  
some of his time at the Suminerland 
Camp, which will be held at Osoyoos 
Lake during the same time as ours. | 
We do hope that all parents will see 
to it that the Scout members of their I
G M i Lake Stiickgil 
WWi 25,000 Fisk Fn
Should Prove a Heaven for Anglers 
in About Three Years’ Time
In another three years’ time, Ke­
lowna anglers may find the satisfac­
tion of their desire at Chute Lake, up 
families are able to attend camp, and I the Kettle Valley Railway, as this 
in this way show that they have a real piece of water has just been stocked 
and genuine interest in the welfare with a large quantity of fry of the 
of the troop, because there is no I hsh best loved by the wielders of the 
doubt whatever about it, the camp is I rod, Mr. Doak, of the Domin-
the. one big period of Scout training! i°*̂  Fisheries Departnient, of New 
for the year. If the boy has been I Westminster, went up to the lake last
working hard in . school or shop he is week, travelling by a K. V. R. speedera .  .a ‘a a. ..A.. .a*-' I fa. .... 'k̂  .  ̂ _ X ... ' % A / a A a  ̂ 1^entitled to the short holiday; if he is 
a Leader he has the opportunity of 
showing whether he is fit to be one, 
and if he is not a/Leader he has the 
opportunity of. showing whether he 
possesses the qualifications for
from Penticton, With him heCtoqk 
15,000 Atlantic salmon fry aiQ^O,bdo 
cutthroiat trout fry which he deposited 
in the lake. The official and his as-' 
sistant announced that the fry ap- 
a I peared to be in good condition. Thesf
P R I C E S  from June 13
A T K E L O W N A — No. 1, 60.c per lb. butterfat.
No. 2, 58 c per lb. butterfat.
K E L O W N A  C R EA M ER Y , L IM IT E D
A S S U R E  Y O U R S E L F
Of Good Prices
Not' only for this year but for succeeding years by increasing 
the power of the Growers’ Orjfanization to ^ ab lish  markets on a 
sound and Dcrmaneiit basis. f
The most efficient sales force and widest, distribution arc at 
your service through the Co-operative Channel.
Before placing your crop sec the Local Manager, Mr. Slater.
FLOUR AND FEED
We carry only the Best Brands and Highest Grddes at Right Prices
SACKS
NEW VEGETABLE SACKS......
Let us have your Reservation.
-12c
Kelow na G ro w e rs ' Exchange
Phones: Office, 37 Feed Store, 29
Leader. If there should be a Scout ^sh will soon grow, and should
in, the troop who is not keen on camp stock the water that they should be 
then the troop would be much better means of helping to stock other 
without him .. The camp fee per Scout Ayater in the district. The i
will be the same as l a s t  y e a r ,  $2 .50. p®h should be large enough in about | 
This, of course, is not enough to pay years for the purpose of anglers,
ior the expenses but we figqre on thel^^^^® Lake is up in the mountains! 
concert funds for the balance./ Before there
the war it was considered that it c o s t ^  is nine miles]
r........ ...
Use Cai
■'V , ,................................... ;..............- ..... ,
Fter’s Tested Seeds
F O R ^ .E S T  RESULTS
' In Sealed Packets, at lOc and 15c 
Also in bulk. ,
Vegetable and . Flower Plants at Moderate Prices
Richter Street Greenhouses
Box 117U— ^ PALMER & ROGERSON Phone 88
COAL OIL G A S FUEL
$3:00 per week to feed "a boy in a Lorna and 16 miles from Ruth, j
If You Forget the Public, the Public 
Will Forget You.
Phone
Whe Kelowna Courier
Printers o f all kinds of Commercial 
Stationery and justness Forms
camp of 24. ' [ which are the two stations lying a.1-
Thefe will be two days when
camp will be Open to visitors, namely I f-finte Lake district is little, visited, 
the afternoons of Sunday and Thurs- *̂ ® young fish will be little dis- 
day, the 6th and 10th of July respect- makes them
ively. On Sunday at 3 :3 0  p.m. we worth while taking a journey to get 
hope to hold a camp service and the Chute Lake is 29 miles north from 
Thursday will be sports’ day. We Penticton, and roughly speaking, may 
plan a hike to the railroad on" the where the K. V. Railway
second Monday in camp, permission disappears from view into the moun-
“E llsw orth  Burner
Can be'Installed in your Range, Stove or Heater—the fire is econ- 
omcial; saves labour; no waste of heat; does the cooking more evenly 
than wood or coal.
DEMONSTRATION - - - O. K. LUMBER OFFICE, KELOWNA
to take part in which must be firstob- 
tained by, each Scout from his parents
Harness and Leather
Goods,
Last year our visitors were conspicn 
ous by their absence on account of the 
report having got around that we all 
had the measles, but this year we hope 
to see all our friends and the Scouts’ 
parents on one or both of the visitors 
days.
We should appreciate very much the 
offer of transportation assistance from 
those of .our friends having cars 
nr:The^patrol CompefTtiohs “for the
If you need anything in the Harness Line 
call and see my stock. REPAIRING DONE  
W HILE YOU WAIT.
C. RUTHERFORD s  Kelowna
campjwilLbe-thedaily-Tent-and-Patrol 
Inspection fo,r^idiness,ietc., the Ten- 
derfpot, Secdrf^/I^Ia'ss,' AiP
i’s Game, -^ema^h^^  ̂ ' Sigii'ailirigi
at Scouts’ >Rae4. Knot-tyingMile
blindfolded, B est' Evening’s Camp­
fire Entertainment, and the sports on 
Thursday. Individual competitions 
will be the best Camp Diary, the best 
Rough Sketch Map of' the Camp, ana 
the best 10 photographs. The map
will also be accepted for the First 
class Test.
Last year the Otters won the Tent 
Inspection. 'Can they repeat this 
year? ,
Second J . Butler completed his 
Second-class Test on June 11.
tains when looking up at the line from j  
Kelowna. It is also known as Le-1 
Qliime* Lake^
T H  E  J O H  N S  O N  B A R N
Unfortunately, there appears to be 
another viewpoint with regard to 
using this lake for stocking purposes, 
for it was stated at the Kelowna Board 
of Trade meeting on Tuesday that 
Chute Lake was one very little suited 
to such a purpose. Men who well 
know this piece of .water claimed that 
it was nothing but a small muddy lake 
in-which-fish—would-not-live, and-that- 
tl^e creek running from Chute- Lake]
to Okanagan Lake .was dry except in 
the spring high water. Wonderment | 
was, expTqss.ed, tliat any^ official know­
ing the habits of young fish should I 
use a piece of water like this for such [ 
a purpose.
LIVERY, FEED A N D  SA LES STABLES
Draying arid Heavy Teaming. Car for Hire.
Try Our New  Piano Truck.
W O O D  F O R  S A L E
DRY P IN E  AND F IR ............:'........ ......... .......$3.50
G R EE N  P IN E  A N D  F IR ........ .....  ............,.$3.25
G R EE N  COTTONWOOD ..................................$2 .75
4-FT. BIRCH, A LD ER  and COTTONWOOD,
~  mixed,^ p er  cord .-:v7;:.7r.Tv::7V7 .̂ :;v;v77T7.T77.v7......;$6 l0 0
A ll W ood,yCash on  D elivery .
Phone 298 -  Opposite Fire Hall.
TOBACCO GROWING
Mr. Holman, Pioneer Grower of the] 
Qkanagan, Says Our Growers 
Miss Big Thing
Work has been commenced on 
new Bank of Montreal building 
Trail.
in
-er>
IL is a cheap fuel for cooking-—̂ No 
ashes to clean up. No hres to build. 
What could be less trouble ?
A Florence Automatic with a McClary’s Success oven will 
give you the best bakings you ever pi^uced.
No odor. No wicks to bother with.
Save-fuel,-have-a-cool-lritchen.------- ---------------- 7“— «
Call and see the Florence in actual operation.
“FLORENCE AUTOMATIC” 
OIL COOK STOVES
Full information about the 
Florence Oil Stoves will be sent 
free to any address upon request 
to our nearest branch office
Branches at ^
Toronto, London, Montreal, Winnipeg, St. John, Calgary, Vancouver and Hamilton
Armstrong—It is the opinion of 
Mr. L. Holman, tobacco grower of 
Kelowna, that the Okanagan Valley 
is missing a rare opportunity by not 
taking up tobacco growing as a prime 
factor in our commercial output. Just 
now, and probably for some years 
to come, the'.price paid for tobacco 
will be high. A preferential tariff duty 
of 37c has been imposed by England 
in favor of the Canadian grown weed. 
This, with the already high price for 
tobacco the world over^ puts it in a 
category quite alone, and makes sure 
a high future price.
Mr. Holman very much desires to 
have more tobacco put in this year in 
the vicinity of Enderby and Arm­
strong as he wants farmers to learn 
the high profits to be had from the 
crop. Anyone failing to take up his 
offer* of tobacco seed for planting, a
few weeks ago, may yet take up his 
offer of tobacco plants for setting out. 
This m ust be done within the next 
week or ten days. A fter tha t it will 
be too late for the plants to mature. 
He advises the setting out of an acre, 
in order to  make the experiment 
worth while on a commercial basis.
Last year at Kelowna, Mr. Holman 
harvested $11,800 worth of tobacco 
rom 30 acres. He thinks results quite 
as. good are to be obtained from land 
in the \icinity of Enderby and Arm­
strong.
'€
*^l'HE Dominion of Canada offers 
A  you every safeguard for your 
investment in Thrift and War Savings 
Stamps._
.A?
postmaster will register every War Savings 
Stamp for you, and if they are lost by thdft, fire or 
other cause, you can still obtain your money, with 
the accumulated interest, a t the office where the 
Stamps were registered.
Sixteen 25-cent Thrift Stamps 
. will buy a $4.00 War Savings 
Stamp worth $5,00 in 1924.
... . NATIOXAI, WAU s a v in g s  COMMITTBIS 
(British Columbia Plvlmon) Vanconver, B . C.
BV/Y IkRlFT 4TAhP,S
„ . M l
m m
THURSDAV, JUNE iff. t m THE KEL6WNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARBIST MOE §EVEM
PR O FE SSIO N A L
DR. J, W. N. SHEPHERD Want Advtsj
DEN'MST 
Cor. Pendozi St. ond Lawrence Ave.
BURNE & W EDDELL
Barrister,
Solicitors and 
Notaries Public,
11. C  Weddell Jolin F, Burnc 
KELOWNA, B. C. 
_________________L___________ /
First insertion: 2 cents per word;
inininnmi cliargc, 25 cents.
Each additional-insertion: 1 cent per | 
word; minin^imi charge, 15 cents.
In' estimating the cost of an adver­
tisement. subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial. I
Near future Events 
To Make a Note O f
89,
Dr. Mathison. dentist. Telephone
tf
The Mission Circle of the Unitei 
Church is liolding a “Children’s Apron
group of Weslcr^i^^ J^Umla^,Jju.e
counts as one worJ, ’ Afttnioon tea will be served. 17 2
' If so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to' a box number, IN
care of The Courier, and forwarded 
to their private address. For this ser­
vice, add 10 cents to cover postage.
THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
PROPERTY FOR SALE
R. B. K E R R
BARRISTER and SOLICITOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
KELOWNA - B. C.
ITHE OKANAGAN BROKERAGE 
Jas. Inglis. E. W.-Wilkinson. 
KELOWNA
F . W . G R O V E S
M. Call. See. C. 1C.
Consulting Civi^ and ’ Hydraulic
Surveyor
A SNAP—House, 0 rooms, bath room 
and pantry, cement basement, one 
acre of land, corner of Lake Avenue 
and Water Street; stable 20x24, shed 
with leanto, 14x20, Price, $3,000, half 
cash, balancenn one year at 7 per cent.
In the matter of the Estate of Walter 
L. D’Acth, Deceased.
TAKE NOTICE that by order of 
His Honour Judge Swanson, Local 
Judge of the Supreme Court of .Brit­
ish Columbia, made the 30th day of 
April, A.D. 1919, Letters of Adminis­
tration with the will annexed of the 
said estate were granted to the under­
signed Company and all persons hav 
ing claims’apiinst the said estate are
hereby required to furnish the same 
properly verilred before the 20th day
Engineer. B. C. Land 
burvovs and Rciiortu on Irrigation WorUa 
ApplIcntloiiH for Water LIwiiihos
KELOWNA, B. C.
WE HAVE some choice lake shore the said estate.
of July, 1919, after which date the said 
Conipany will proceed to administer
lots, suitable for camping, on Man- | 
hattan Beach and South Okanagan. 
Now is the time to buy.
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trurft Company,
48-2c Kelowna, B. C.
H E R G l A M B LER  "
acres, full 
varieties. Price,
Soprano
Lessons in Voice, Piano,. 
Monologues
HIGHEST REFERENCES
K. L. O.
LOWER BENCH—10 
bearing, good 
$8,500; on terms.,
ITHE OKANAGAN BROKERAGE 
Opposite the Wharf 
Box 116. KELOWNA Phone 116.
WATER NOTICE
FOR SALE—Miscellaneous
M rs. P. C. A n d erso n 's
DANCING STUDIO 
Room 3, Leckie Block
Classes Tuesdays and Saturdays
FOR SALE—Mare, four years ' old, 
. and good saddle, $50.00. Apply Box 
125, Kelowna, B. C. ■ ‘ , 48-lp
i. (Use and Storage)
TAKE NOTICE that the Lan'd 
Settlement Board of the Province of 
British Columbia, whose address is 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B. C., 
will apply for a licence to take and use 
1,100 acre feet and to. store 1,600 acre 
feet of water out of Vernon Creek, 
also known as Woods and Forrest, 
which flows west and drains into Duck 
Lake about the centre of Section 35, 
Township 23. The storage-dam will 
be located at outlet of lake. The ca-
from 3 o’clock.
FOR SALE—One young well-bred 
saddle horse, just broken. Apply I pacity of the reservoir to be created is 
P. O. Box 624, Kelowna, or to A. H. about 1,600 acre feet. The water will
Crichton. 48-2p
Vernon Preparatory School
COLDSTREAM, B. C.
Boys 7-14 Prospectus
Rev’d. Augustine C. Alackie,
f o r  SALE—Grade Holstein cow, 
fresh, third calf, heavy milker. Also 
several loads alfalfa in'cock. W. D. 
Hobson, Okanagan Mission. 48-tfc
be diverted from the stream at the 
south-west corner of Duck Lake and 
will be used for irrigation purposes 
upon the land described as District 
Lots 146 and 32, and S.E. quarter Sec­
tion 14, Township 23.
This notice was posted on the
B.D., M.A. (Cantab), Headmaster
PIANOS AND PLAYERS 
TUNED, REPAIRED AND 
REGULATED
FOR SALE—Sharpies Cream Separ-. , ,  ̂ , imoator, 400 lbs. capacity, in excellent on the 14tli day of June, 1919.
condition; only used 8 months. A. W. fV copy of this notice and an applica- 
rnnlfP Kplowm Field Bo'x 126 Ke- pursuant thereto and to the
office of the Water Recorder at Ver- 
FOR SALE—Green cottonwood at | non. Objections to the application
— lowna.
Charles Quinn
P. O. Box'98. KELOWNA, B. C
$2.25 per rick (stove length). Apply may be filed with the said Water Re- 
K. Iwashita, Phone 112. 28-tfc ebrder or with the Comptroller of
----- -----;------------ ----------- —— ---------Water Rights, Parliament Buildings,
FOR SALE—Few posts, suitable for victoria, B. C., within thirty days
LOCAL and PERSONAL
Rev. Armstrong was a passenger to| 
Suiumcrlaiid on Monday afternoon.
.. Mr. and Mrs, Ballard were passcii- 
geis to Kamloops the begiiiiiiiig of the | 
week.
Misses Myrtle Swerdfager and | 
Dorothy Graham left yesterday after­
noon for J’riiicetoii.
The usual Church of England ser­
vice will he held at Rutlaml on Sun-1 
day next at 3 o’clock.
Mr. Harvey, Mr. Manly Byrns | 
.and Mrs. II. G, Blair returned on 
Tuesday afternoon from Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. W. It. Trench and 
children and Mr. G. Dunn were among 
the passengers to Victoria on Tuos- [ 
day. - .
JVIiss B. Thompson, who has been 
nursing at the Military Aniicx in Van­
couver, arrived home on Monday | 
afternoon.
Mrs. Sancton, sister of Mrs. P. P. 
Woodhridge, was a passenger on 
Wednesday morning’s boat cii route 
to St. Paul.
Rev. Fraser, of Montreal, who took 
both services at the Union Church, 
last Sunday, left on Monday morning | 
for Vancouver.
Amongst the passengers to the 
Coast at the beginning of the week 
were Mr, and Mrs. Ferris, of Okan­
agan Mission, and Mr. J. Adams.
P. B. Willits returned on Friday] 
from Banff, where he had been at- 
teiujing a convention of druggists of I 
B. C., Alberta and Saskatchewan
Mr. L. Dodd, of Hexlian, Northum-1 
berlaiid, England, arrived last Satur­
day afternoon on a visit to his uncle, [ 
Mr. Bennett, the water bailiff at Rut- 
and.
Mr.* and Mrs. A. B.^Latimer and 
daughter, of Canmore, Alta., who have 
been visiting Mrs. Latimer’s mother,] 
Mrs. W. D. Harvey, left on Tuesday 
morning for their home.
J. J. Allen, J. W. McCoubery and] 
G. Wilson, officials of the United 
Drug Co. (the Rexall Co.), and Lig-] 
getts, Ltd., were visiting here on Fri­
day. Mrs. Allen wjas accompanying] 
the party, who expressed themselyes [ 
as delighted with their trip. They re­
turned by car to Vernon oh.Saturday.
CAMERON—HOPKINS
Authorized Tuner and Repairer for 
Mason & Risch Co., and direct 
from their Toronto Factory.
gate or fence posts. Sawn lumber, after the first appearance of this notice 
7 and 8 feet lortg, all sizes from_ 6 in a local newspaper, 
by 6 to 10 by 10. Apply at Courier The date of the first pubHcatibn of 
Office. 45-tff I this notice is June 19th, 1919.
THE LANDBLANKET SPECIAL — For June 
only, blankets at the old price, SOc 
per pair, and dried out-doors. . Ke­
lowna Steam Laundry. 45-4p 46-5
SETTLEMENT . 
BOARD,
Applicant.
By F. R. E. DeHart, Agent.
Pianos and O rgans'
Tuned and Repaired 
POLISHING and JOINERY 
25 Years* Experience
ALBERT W H IFFIN
Box 608, Kelowna
WANTED—Orders for RUBBER 
STAMPS; mhde on the premises. ] 
Courier Office, Kelowna.
FRUIT PICKERS
Free transportation for the accommp-
_We Buy
VICTORY
BONDS
All Issues
And S ELL all 
Stocks and Bonds
R .G E L L E T L Y & C O .L t d .
334 Granville Street 
VANCOUVER
MEMBERS VANCOUVER STOCK EXCHANeC
WANTED—Ads in this column bring dation of pickers on the Orchards.
cent a word. . T  . COMPANY, LTD.
During the Cherry Season a motor 
H ELP WANTED I bus will leave the corner of Bernard
Avenue and Pendozi Street daily, ex-
WANTED—Smart young lady clerk, cept Sunday, at 6;30 a.m.,. returning 
Apply Alsgard’s Confectionery. at 5:30 p.m.
4S-tfc 1 Pnees Paid
FOUND
Patterson, Ghandter &  Stephen,
----- -L im ited -—
16th Ave.&Main SWVanccuvcr,B.C._
M ONUUEIITS, HEm STOIIES 
AND C EM ETER Y FEkC ES
Tbe.Largest Mi'nmnental Works in 
the West.
atFOUND—Party who left parcel ......  .........
Lee Shung’s shoe shop about t_wo I jqqjj possible.'
weeks ago, can have..,same by proving 
property and paying for this advt.
47-lc
Sweet Cherries, per lb...... ;.........IJ2C
Sour Cherries, per lb. ................
The Company would like pickers to 
send in their names to the office as
47-2c
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
The Fish Market The Collector for the Corporation of the City of Kelowna desires to in- 
form-alFpersons-wliose-taxes-have-be-
a t t  rmcTTSc rkx? irT?T7«TT -iTTSlM come delinquent that, under the Muni-
^  D A ™ E U V E ^
Phone 243 Nearly Opposite Wharf
On June 5, at the residence of Pro­
cessor John'* Johnston. the bride’s bro­
ther-in-law, Elaine Dobson Menelains 
Hopkins, youngest daughter of Mrs. 
Hopkins and the late ^ illia in  Mene- 
lans Hopkins, Montreal, to Captain 
Gilbert Douglas Cameron, M.C., 27th | 
Canadian Batt., second son of Mrs. 
Cameron and the late William Cam-1 
erOn, Guisachan, Kelowna.
HOSPITAL DONATIONS
DURING LAST MONTH
The Kelowna Hospital wishes to 
acknowledge with thanks the follow- ] 
ing donations received during the 
month of . May: A Friend, rhubard |
and asparagus; Mr. Spames, 25 lbs. 
rhubarb; Mrs. Glenn, 3 dozen fresh] 
eggs and 1 quart canned cherries;] 
Watson Bros., sack of potatoes; Mrs. 
Benson, 2 dozen fresh eggs; J. A. 
Matthews, 2j^ dozen fresh eggs and
Silk Suits 
specially Priced
The Season’s latest .styles in 
smart. Silk Suits arc on sale this 
week at this remarkably low 
])i iec. J'he colors are Navy, Saxe 
Bine and Dust color.
Prices up to $45.00, for
$ 3 5 .0 0
Children’s Dresses and Boys’ Suits
An excellent assortment of (Children’s Dresses 
for ages 1-6, are now on display. These are made 
of Ciingham Prints and Chambrays, in the seasoli’s 
newest styles. They are all reasonably priced for 
ciualities and styles represented.
Children’s Rompers and Little Boys’ Suits arc 
also on display in a new assortment of sty les.\
Look these over.
Children s White Cotton Hose 2 5 c
Extraordinary value in Children’s Fine Ribbed 
White Cotton Hose. Come in sizes 5j^, 6, 7,
9 , 9]/i ........................1.................... ..................-ZSc pair ^
These are exceptional value at this low price and 
should be secured early.
Womens White and Grey 
Canvas Pumps
ON SALE SATURDAY ONLY
These are made with high heels and rubber 
soles; excellent quality plain piimps which are 
usually sold at $2.95 pair. Small quantities, in 
sizes 3, 3J/2, 4, Syz,  6, Gyi, 7.
NOTE THE PRICE Only 95c pr.
Phone 361 Kelowna, B.C.
MAIL CONTRAGT
SEALED TENDERS, addressed to the Post­
master General, wiU be received a t Ottawa until 
noon, on Friday,:the isth  July next, for the-con­
veyance of His Majesty’s Mails, on a proposed 
Contract for four years, THREE tlmw per week 
over
KELOWNA RURAL ROUTE No. 1 
from the Postmaster General’s pleasure.
Printed notices contalnlnfr further Information 
as to conditions of proposed Contract may be seen
by registered mail on or before the 
first day of July next a notice to all 
persons shown by the records of the 
Land Registry Office as having a 
registered interest in the property 
against which there are delinquent 
taxes, advising them that o: the firSL 
day of September next the isaid prop­
erty will be sold, unless the taxes de­
linquent thereon are sooner paid. -
P. T. DUNN, ■ '
Collector for the Corporation of the 
City of Kelowna. :
Kelowna, B. C.,
June JQth, 1919. 47-3
NOTICE—STRAWBERRIES
Having sold my entire crop of 
rV’nw I Strawberries to the Cannery. I shall
hot have any to dispose of this year. 
Pickers wanted.
L. E. TAYLOR,
46-4 Phone 8.
i i
and blank forms of Ten 
the Post Of8 ce of KELO.WNA, and a t the office 
of the Post Office In-spector.
JAS. P. MURRAY, 
Post Office Inspector.
Post Office Inspector’s Office,
Vancouver, B.C.
6 th June 1919. 47-3
WATER NOTICE ,
NOTICE
Kelowna-Westbank
f e r r y
(Diversion and Use.)
' J '  AKE NOTICE that Osborne Vic-
6 lbs. rhubarb; Mr. Grunimett, 6 lbs. 
rhubarb; Mrs. Newton, 2 dozen fresh 
eggs; . Mrs. Birch, asparagus; Mr. 
Thos. Swordie, 2 sacks potatoes; Mrs. ) 
Winston, 2 lbs. butter; Mr. Lemon, 
sack turnips; Mr. Davis, sack turnips; 
Mrs. Alan Crichton, watercress and a ] 
cat; Mrs. Galbraith, bread; A. Reeso, 
2 sacks potatoes; Mrs.' P. B. Willits,] 
fruit, cream and milk; Mrs. H. Dillon,
J n rTi~f r u i t-an d-p ick 1 es A n t h ony—Ga s-| 
qrso, potatoes: A Friend, asparagus;
Mrs. Bouvette, 12 quarts canned to­
matoes; M r. A. Gordon, 1 sack pota-] 
toes.
During the month; the cash received ] 
from patients amounted to $250.50, 
.while the cash paid out f for expenses j 
tolalled $831.09.
CORN COMPETITION
whose ad-.
S U N D A Y  S E R V IC E
From June IS to Sept. 28 
will run from Kelowna at 
9 a.m., 11 a.m., 3 :30 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. only. West- 
bank half an hour later.
NO SPECIALS
tor Maude-Roxby, 
dre^s is Kelowna, will apply for a 
licence tp take and use 1,000 gallons 
per 24 hours of water out of a spring 
rising near the south line of the S. half 
of S.W. quarter of Sec. 25, Township 
26 westerly, and drains into the 
ground. The water will be diverted 
from the stream at a point 20 chains 
cast of the S.W. corner of Sec. 25 and 
P. 26, and will be used for domestic
,purposes_tipon the land described _as
the S. half of S.W. quarter of Sec. 25 
and P, 26. This notice was posted on 
the 3rd day of June, 1919. A copy of 
this notice and an application pursu­
ant thereto and to the “Water Act, 
1914,’’ will be filed in the .office of the 
Water Recorder at Vernon. Objec­
tions to the application may be liled 
with the said Water Recorder or with 
the Comptroller of 'VVatci' Rights, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B. C., 
within fifty days’ after the first ap­
pearance of this notice in a local 
newspaper.
The date of the first publication of 
this notice is June 5, 1919.
O. V. MAUE?E-ROXBY (Captain), 
46-5 • Applicant. -
We would remind growers of ensi­
lage corn, that . the challenge cup | 
given by the Bankhead Orchard" Com­
pany, Ltd., for the best crop of "en-] 
silage corn is at present held by Mr. 
A. H. Crichton, who grew a record 
crop last year.
This competition is open to all and 
is for the best crop of North-West 
Dent corn (seed procured from, any 
source) and has to be won three times 
to become the property of the win­
ner. The competing crops will be 
judged by a competent corn authority 
and names of those wishing to com-] 
pete should be registered with the 
Bankhead Orchafd Company, Ltd., as 
soon as possible. There is no entry 
fee and it is hoped that there will be
NOTICE
People having cut wood lying on 
the Cliristicn Ranch, at Ellison, must ] 
have same removcfl within thirty days. 
Dtlicrwisc„their claim will be auto-1 
hiatically relinquished.
F. R; E; DeHART, 
For Land Settlement Board.
C E N T R A L  L A U N D R Y
Washes all kinds of materials every j 
week with careful attention.
Laundry .collected on Monday is 
returned the following Saturday.
Clothes guaranteed nicely ironed 
and given a good appearance.
HOP L E E , Lawrence A v e , Back of Fire Hail
At Residence of H, Francis, Park Avenue, Kelowna
Saturday, June 28th
At 1 p.m. sharp
Good Old Country Piano. 
Piano Stool.
2 Upholstered Easy Chairs. 
Rugs.
T.ot Framed PicUires^ ,>
-Heater. - '
Brackets.
Bric-a-brac.
Copper Coal Scuttle.
Cushions.
Tea Table.
6 Dining Chairs.
Dining Table.
Hand Carved Monk’s Seat. 
Hand Carved Smokeir’s Cabinet. 
Mahogany Cellarette.
Writing Desk.
Window Seat.
’s Chair.
Folding Card Table.
Rugs.
White Bedroom Suite.
■White Wardrobe.
2 Single Beds, Springs and 
Maitresses.
Kitchen Utensils, Pots, Pans 
arid Kettles, 
pishes.
Set Dinner China.
Copper Tea Kettle.
Linen Basket.
Child’s Bath Tub.
Mirror.,
Camp. Bed.
Book Case.
Book Case Desk..
Screens. ,
Skis.
3 Deck Chairs.
Brass Larnp on Standard, v 
Washing Machine.
Wringer.
“Kitchen Cupboard.
Step-Ladder__' - ...... -
Garden and other tools.
Flour Bkj.
Sealers.
Bedroom Suite.
Mahogany Set of Drawers. 
Bedroom Crockery.
Bedroom Chairs.
Vacuum Cleaner.
Goal Oil Heater.
Mirror. '
Invalid’s Chair.
4 foot Iron Bed, Spring and
----^Mattress.----
Adjustable Table.
Mahogany Table.
Mahogany Set Drawers. 
Mahogany Framed Mirror. 
Bedroom Carpets. '
Walnut Wash Stand.
Towel Rack.
Pillows, Bolsters, Blankets. 
Household Linen.
Hot Water Basket. 
Wellbunk’s Boilerett. 
Refrigerator.
Books.
Verandah Sun Blinds.
Carpets and Curtains.
Dinner Wagon.
Large Double Bed.
And a great many other articlll.
__ This will be _a_^gQ.od_0pi3ortunity Ito^seciire.^om'g, _QId
Country household effects and rarities.
No other goods, will be sold at this sale.
TERMS: CASH.
GOODS ON VIEW MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
.AFTERNOONS
47-2c AU C TIO N EER S
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Armstrong Ufin 
from Kelowna 
In Lacrosse
Local Team Look Like Winners for 
First Three Quarters; and Then 
Canie the Deluge—Score 8<4
1,1'
Guaranteed Investment
K elowna
Storage Ltd̂
• * '
Offers for sale its 
S H A R E S  O F  $10  E A C H
(920 Sh^es already applied for)
Payable 10^^ with application, 
to purchase the Site and con­
struct a F R O S T -P R O O F
Armstrong won! Or rather, • they 
were handed a victory platter by 
the extrcinety courteous boys repre­
senting Kelowint in the Northern 
Okanagan Lacrosse . League. With 
the score four to one in their favor, 
at the end of tlie third quarter, the 
local stick handlers went into a funk, 
the bottom seemed to drop out of the 
team; whether it was that the fast 
pace maintained the first three quar­
ters had told, or that the Armstrong 
team were in better condition—
I the locals were smothered with an ava­
lanche of goals—seven 1 count 'cm—
I just seven. Seven goals in 15 ininutes 
is some scoring at that, and it must 
be recognized that the Armstrong 
boys were playing real lacrosse in the 
last quarter. Their passing and 
catching was classy, and they bored in 
on tbe goal in true Newsy Lalonde 
style.
The game was called by Referee E.
merit for the last 15 Tninutes. Seven 
goals in one quarter! Think of it!
The line-up pf the local team is 
given; that of the Armstrong repre 
sentatives could not be obtained. An 
inquiry from the reputed captain pro 
diiccd a imirinur and a grtint that he'i 
give no liiic-up out to anyone. Even 
his illustrious name was not securer 
to go down in imperishable fame. As 
a rule courtesy keeps company with 
athletics, but it may be that the 
ilorthcrit town not having for some 
time , had mi paper to call their very 
own, i failed to remember the duty 
owing to the press.
Kelown,t—Goal, McMillan; point,T 
Ritcfiie; cover, A. Neil; defence field 
B. Raymcr, Weddell and Fowler 
centre, Crowley; home field. Day, 
Pavlc and W. Raymer; outside home 
Bouvette; inside home, V. DeHart,
Shota on Goal
A collection was taken up at the 
game and, judging^by the happy faces 
of the collectors, the amount, $35.00, 
must have been satisfactory.
Armstrong has class all right, ant 
any team in the Okanagan league that 
wins from them can figure on the 
championsliip.
Armstrong had a “mecnister” on the 
team, and the small youth of Kelowna 
took to him like a duck to water. He 
played a helpful game all the way, 
without any undut: roughness.
E. C. Weddell as referee was im­
partial, and by warnings curbed the
Northern Okanagan Lacrosse League Schedule
on Water St. (l 72 ft. of trackage)
The first Lessees will be Kelowna 
Growers Exchange, which has the 
right to purchase tbe shares at 
par. The rent will be equivalent 
to 8% interest on capital, plus 
depreciation and all other fixed 
charges.
DIREGTORS;—E. M. Carruthers, G. A. Barrat, 
Grote Stirling, J. C. Anderson, Russell Fordham
Prospectus and Application Forms are with 
MANTLE 8l WILSON,
(Next door to Post Office)
-T H E -K E L O W N A -S T ^ R A G E -L T D .-^
- -— ^  J. L. MACREADY, Secretary '
W. R. TRENCH 
Sporting Goods
“A N S C O ”
The best Camera 
for Amateurs
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KELOWNA, at......
T R Y
“ O L D
V IR G IN IA ”
JUNE 26 
JULY 31
JU N E, 12 
JULY 24
. ; ©
VERNON, at.........
MAY 29 
JULY 17
T H E
F I N E S T
P L U G
JUNE 19 
AUG. 13
ARMSTRONG, at...
JULY 3 
AUG. 7
JUNE S . 
JULY 10
S M O K IN G
T O BA C C O
M A D E
The “GREYS," the Smooth, MUd Cigarette of Superb Quality
Northern Okanagan Baseball League Schednle 1
S ecurity  of C a p ita l ; 
N o T rad ing  R isk s ;
8 '^ G u aran teed  Return
- H . f .  HICKS
Men’s Outfitter
Covers the 
THREE BASES
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KELOWNA, at......
HEAD JUNE 26 JUNE 5
Latest Hats and 
Caps
JULY 31 JULY 10
MAY 29 BODY MAY 24
VERNON, at............ JULY 17 Quality
Clothing
JULY 3
JUNE 19 JUNE 12 FEET
ENDERBY, at...... AUG. 7 JULY 24 Dependable
.Footwear
ENDERBY HERE FOR
BASEBALL GAME TODAY
SATURDAY'S CARNIVAL
PROVES BIQ AFFAIR
This aftetnoon, at 4 o’clock, the 
third game in the new league schedule 
takes place between Kelowna and 
Endcrby, So far the locals have won 
against both the other members of 
the league, and a win.today will place 
them still further up the cliampioiisbip 
rung. A collection will be taken up 
to go towards expenses.
The liuc-up will be: Carney, rf;
Jones, 2b; Thayer, cf; Patterson, c; 
DeHart, p; Hill, If; Roth, ss; Hcrc- 
ron, 3b; Mon ford, lb. Spares, Cady 
and Lefevre.
(Continued from Page 1)
LACROSSE AND. BASEBALL 
TEAMS GOING TO VERNON
Thursday next, June 26, Kelowna 
will send baseball and lacrosse teams 
to Vernon in a league fixture sche­
duled for that town. A win for both 
teams is hoped for, and a strong fol­
lowing of local fans to accompany the 
boys would be a help. A win for the 
baseball team will give them a boost- 
in the percentage that will, take some 
playing by Vernon and Endcrby to 
overcome.
Benvdulin Items
The Benvoulin United Farm Wo­
men of B. C. met at the manse on 
Thursday last.
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Findlay and 
baby arrived on Thursday afternoon's 
ferry by motor car from Vancouver. 
They are on a visit to Mr. Findlay’s 
sister, Mrs. G. Scott.
On Saturday, at the afternoon tea 
booth in charge of Rutland and Ben- 
youlin ladies, the sum oJf"^65.25 was 
realized.
Miss Enid and Miss Vera Johnston, 
of Vernon, arrived by motor on Sat­
urday last. They spent the \veek-end 
with Mrs. DeMara, returning Monday 
morning to Vernon.
The Benvoulin U nited 'Farm  Wo­
men of B, C. will meet at the Manse 
on Thursday, afternoon, June 26,- at 
o’clock.
COMMITTEES MAKE REPORT 
TO BOARD OF TRADE
(Continued from' Page j )
L i t  Your Head Direct Your Feet to Carm Year Bad) to H. F .  HICKS, Ilea's OutllHar
And on each variety there were spent months and 
months and months of improving and testing before 
it was placed among the number.
Our instructions are: “If any of your customers 
buys one of the 57 varieties and doesn’t like it, give 
theni their motrey“back,’’~Sbme“gUarantee, isn’t it?
We’ve got a window of some of the 57 varieties 
and you’d better look ’em over.
T h e MeKenjzie Co., Ltd
Canada Food Board License No. 8-7364 Retail Grocer.
C. Weddell-at-7:10, and it  took only 
two minutes for Kelowna to penetrate 
the defence of the visitors, Day swip­
ing the ball in from a rebound off the 
goalkeeper’s stick after a sTfbt by Bou­
vette. Two minutes later Armstrong 
evened up the score, and for.the visit­
ors the scoring was ended until the 
flood in the last quarter.
Kelowna scored their second goal 
five minutes after the face-off in the 
second quarter, the ball striking Bou­
vette on the body and oouncing in.
The third quarter produced two tal­
lies, one by W. Raymer a^d the last 
by Fowler. This was thp end of’the 
game for the home-brews, for in the 
last quarter there was only one team 
on the field apparently, and they 
played rag tag and rings around the 
lads who had made such a show of 
lhe_Vernon_tcam_:_.___________
Various explanatipns were given by 
spectators and players to account for 
the last quarter; some who had bet on 
Kelowna maintained that Armstrong 
team was playing under what is known 
in racing parlance as “wraps;” but 
be it known that the visitors had a 
sky pilot battling on their defence, and 
it may he that an urgent prayer for 
help was sent skywards during the in­
terval between the third and las*’ ses­
sion; whatever the cause, it was a 
totally different team, a team that had 
the locals outplayed in every depart-
rough-^stuff.—-Time was^called on a 
couple of occasions to allow an Arm­
strong player to recuperate.
A fairly good crowd witnessed the 
exhibition, and while the ending of 
the game ivas not altogether what 
most desired, yet credit was given to 
the visitors for their victory.
The defence of, Armstrong was 
strong; rarely was the goalkeeper Ieft.| 
without one or more defenders im­
mediately in front; if the point or 
cover went down the field a defence 
man took his place. They know the 
game all right 1
The north town supporters were 
willing, even anxious to back their 
team for any amount. The game re­
calls ofd-time horse races, where the 
winner of the last three heats is held 
under "wraps” for the first two in
ing of the first burdock, the Seed of 
which was carried in the tails and 
manes of horses. I t  was decided to 
ask the provincial government to 
Whom they could refer for assistance 
in this matter. Mr. Hereron also im­
pressed the meeting with the need of 
keeping a strict watch oh the Russian 
thistle.
That there were no spaijc arresters 
on any of the smokestacks ip the^ity, 
was a matter brought to the attention 
of the Board by the chairman^ Mr. 
Slater, thought the City Council 
should—pass—a—by^aw “”ehfoixih^“sucH 
procedure. That the wholesale 
louses were in such close proximity 
to the section in which most of the 
smokestacks were located was what 
constituted the chief danger. The 
mayor promised to look into the mat­
ter. '■
The extreme unsightliness of the 
dumping ground at Bankhead was an 
other matter teceiving_ahention. All 
agreed that this slow and^j^gagfe^t 
tempt to fill in a hole was both dan­
gerous and objectionable and action 
was taken, to get the situation reme 
died.
At the suggesti<2|i of Mr. Knowles, 
it was decided that Mr. S. Workman, 
of the C. N. R. construction camp at 
Fleming's Ranch be written to, prom* 
ising the Board’s assistance in any 
way possible.
Assurance was given by the Reso­
lutions’ committee that the Vancouver 
Province^ had not again referred to 
the new railway as the Kamloops-Ver­
non branch. They had therefore not 
considered it necessary to point their 
error out to them.
Before adjourning, a resolution was 
passed that an estimate of the cost of 
repainting the Board’s building be 
obtained.
Girl’-s fancy costume (over 10)—1, 
ring, Berth® Thompson, "Mother 
Goose;” 2, Margaret Millie, Turkish 
maiden.
Boy’s comic costume (under 10)-—
1, plasticine, Paddy Woods, "Puck;"
2, hook, Malcolm Campbell.
GCnt’s comic costume—1, box of 
cigars, Mr. Grunt Ferricr, Irish pca.s- 
ant with pig.
Best of Lawson’.s fabrics—1, suit 
case, Doris Teague. .
Boy SCbut ill costume—1, cheque 
for $3.00, John A. Aitkcii, sailor.
Cub ill fancy costume—1, two tics, 
Doiiuld Loatic.
Best decorated Chevrolet car—1, 
bumper, Mr. Linton, "Rosc.s.’’ Mr. 
Lititon returned this prize to the Hos­
pital to. he sold by auction.
Best decorated Ford car—-1, .outer 
tire, Air. L. V. Rogers, "Lupines."
The judges for the costumes wcrc\>r'‘ 
Mrs. Gurtrcll, of $ummcrlaiid, Mrs. JL'
W. Jo’nes and Mr. C. H. Bond. Judges’ 
for flouts and automobiles were Mrs, 
MacGregor, of Penticton, Mrs. Town, 
of Pcacliland, and Mrs. J. W. Jones. 
Those for rigs, bicycles and horse­
back wCrc Mrs. Ballard, Mrs. Lang, 
of Pcuchland, and Mrs. W. C, Cam- 
erofi. ' , 1
The Park was sprinkled witli mi- ^  
merous devices to separate money 
from its owner. There was a fortune 
telling booth. Aunt Sally, the six­
legged calf that looked almost big 
enough to he called a cow, and Nu­
merous other side shows and refresh­
ment booths, A long and varied en­
tertainment was given at frequent in­
tervals throughout the afternoon and 
evening, and appeared to meet with 
thorough appreciation. In this pro­
gramme, Mrs. P. C  Anderson and her 
little dancing girls again gave much 
delight. After the distribution of the 
Baby Contest diplomas, came an auc­
tion sale, and this was followed by the 
usual parading of the young" people "7!*̂ 
with much throwing of confetti, while 
anything which would make a noise 
was brought into play. During the 
evening a dance was also held in the 
Aquatic Pavilion. To those whose 
fancy turned to more active sport,^a 
game of football was pulled off in thtv 
evening by Rutland-EIlison vs. Ke- ' 
lowna teams, resulting in a win for 
Kelowna by a score of 3 to 1.
To express particular thanks to any 
individuals would b6 practically im­
possible, suffice it to say that those 
who did nothing in arranging the 
pleasures of the day, Contributed to-̂  
wards its success by enjoying it to 
their.utmost.
m
BABIES COMPETE IN
L IFE ’S FIRST CONTEST
.afcV:
«
(Continued from Page 1)
ureriient of head^-chest and abdomen 
general nutrition, umbilicus, mode of*' 
feeding,'birth marks, hygiene, condiv 
tion of tongue, tonsils, adenoids and 
genitalia. It can thus be seen that 
babies sometimes lost marks through 
no actual physical defects but through 
the lack of proper hygienic methods 
of their mothers, though, on the other 
hand, the lack of these methods was 
creating a possible defect in the child
Itself__  ~ ' '.___ ______ ' __
The doctors who undertook this 
strenuous examination were Doctors 
Knox, Buchanan and McGregor. Re-<| 
cognizing the critical nature of the 
contest, these doctors were untiring in 
their efforts to pracure the most 
exact results, and in .this they, were 
ably assisted by the capable staff of 
nurses.
All odd dishes, c^ke tins, etc., left 
from the Carnival are at the G.W.V.A. 
rooms, and can be^called~for there. 
Any ladies who bought cake, milk, 
etc., in receptacles are asked to return 
the pans and pails to tfie G. W. V. A. 
rooms in the Royal Hotel. , '
TOO LATE TO C L A S S IF Y ~
FOR SALE—Young singing canary. 
Dykes, 106 Park Avenue. 48-2c
order to get down the coin. But, of 
course, no such suspicion attaches to 
tile winners of last Thursday.
Last Thursday’s defeat will perhaps 
tend to show the Kelowna team some 
of their weaknesses. They had suffi­
cient of the ball in the first three 
quarters to score twice the number of 
goals. Their home field were carrying 
the ball in close, only to lose by Iack'| 
of support from the inside. One good j 
inside home man capable of taking a 
pass and boring through to the goal | 
would be a factoi* in future games.
Kelowna Theatre
W IL L IA M  D U N C A N  and E D IT H  JO H N S O N
In a continuous chain of Breath-taking Thrjlls
A ^ i g h t r f o r
FINE ACTION OUTDOOR SCENES
Wholesome Entertainment for the Whole family
r
